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Response to reviewers 

Dual state/rainfall correction via soil moisture assimilation for improved streamflow 

simulation: Evaluation of a large-scale implementation with SMAP satellite data 

Yixin Mao, Wade T. Crow, Bart Nijssen 

 

Revision summary: 

We appreciate the comments from the reviewers. We respond to each reviewer comment 

below, with reviewer comments shown in bold. We have also made minor edits throughout the 

manuscript to make it more succinct and readable. 

 

Response to Reviewer 1 (Christian Massari) 

Major comments: 

1) I have only one major comment which is related to the rainfall correction and its effect 

on the streamflow simulations which to me is a bit ambiguous and should be improved. In 

many parts of the manuscript it is said that the correction of the rainfall has a smaller 

effect since the rainfall forcing used (IMERG-ER) has a good quality (see lines 331 

onward). However, this contradict with the results in Table 3 where the open loop 

simulations show in some cases of very poor performance of flood simulations (which are 

likely due the poor rainfall quality) and with other sentences stating that the IMERG-ER 

has large errors (line 448) in some basins. In fact, when forced by NLDAS2 there is a 

significant increase of the model performance up to 80% of PER which however, is still not 

satisfactory for some basins (see Table 3 Walnut, Chikaskia and Spring). Then, I think 

there two possible reasons. Either SMAP adds little in terms of rainfall correction or 

SMART only corrects for the random error component which is the component the 

hydrological model is less sensitive to as correctly stated by the authors. Therefore the 

systematic error can be very important in this respect. However as between the two 

precipitation products it is difficult to judge which one is really better (at least by looking 

at the performance in terms of KGE). I suggest to compare them with a gauge-based 

dataset like CPC or Stage IV both in terms of rainfall (bias, correlation and error) and in 

terms of streamflow simulations. Indeed it is well known that these two products works 

really well in US (see for example the last study of Beck et al. 2019 where they used Stage 

IV as a reference for validating precipitation products over CONUS). Another solution 

could be to drive VIC model with IMERG final run which is corrected with rain gauge and 

therefore should have a lower bias with its near real time counterpart and thus would 

explain if the systematic error is the real problem. To summarize my suggestion is to 
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include in the study a reference precipitation product against to compare IMERG-ER and 

NLDAS2. That would shed some light on the problems of the poor performance 

simulations. 

 We have responded the reviewer’s comment via the following points: 

 1) We agree with the reviewer that we overstated the “good quality” of IMERG, since it 

is clear from our streamflow results that IMERG rainfall quality is not good in some sub-basins. 

To address this, we have toned down the argument that IMERG has “good quality”, and instead 

emphasized that one reason of the smaller rainfall correction results than found by previous 

studies is because of the relatively better quality IMERG compared to older rainfall products 

(this discussion is now moved to Section 4.1 in the manuscript). In addition, the revised 

manuscript now clearly acknowledges (in Section 3.2.2) that in some sub-basins (the Bird, 

Spring, Illinois and Deep sub-basins in our experiment), SM-based rainfall correction scheme 

can potentially play an important role in improving VIC streamflow estimates because of 

relatively large IMERG error (with respect to the NLDAS-2 baseline). However, such potential 

improvement was not realized because these basins are densely vegetated with (subsequently) 

low SMAP quality. We believe that these revisions make our discussion more consistent, and 

balance and address the contradiction noted by the reviewer. 

 2) Regarding the addition of gauge-based rainfall dataset – the NLDAS-2 product used in 

the study is indeed already based on the gauge-based CPC rainfall (as well as ground radar), 

which is the reason that we used it as the reference precipitation in our study. Even if NLDAS-2 

rainfall is not perfect especially when translating into streamflow results (as can be seen from our 

streamflow analysis), its reliance on gauge observations ensures that it is relatively more reliable 

than the other satellite-based rainfall products considered in this study. Therefore, it provides an 

adequate benchmark to evaluate the lower-quality satellite-based products. We have added a 

more detailed description of the NLDAS-2 rainfall product in Section 2.2.4 to highlight these 

points. 

 

Response to Reviewer 2 

The topic is of interest to hydrological community and the some of the conclusions made 

are important. However, the quality of writing not up the standard of HESS. As the 

authors have acknowledged that the methods used in this paper have already been 

implemented elsewhere in the literature, and the only “new” contribution is in terms of 

using new datasets, there should have been deeper discussion and analysis regarding the 

outcome of this experiment. I agree that authors have used Ensemble Smoother as an 

extension to EnKF in this work. However, the results suggest improvements only when the 

updates are made at coarse temporal scale (SMAP scale). So, apart from minor differences, 

there may not be statistically significant difference in terms of performance between the 

two techniques. I will be glad if I am proven otherwise. Also, most importantly, there was 
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only a speculative attribution of lack of improvement in performance to the better quality 

of IMERG precipitation. The results lack appropriate robust quantitative analysis in this 

regard. Further comments are listed below. In summary, the manuscript may have to be 

revised thoroughly in a wat that highlights the major contributions, and also show how 

these contributions are helping us to extend our understanding in this domain of research. 

In this process, please also consider addressing the following specific and minor comments: 

Major comments: 

1) SMAP soil moisture estimates have a maximum sensing depth up to 6 cm in vegetated 

areas (Babaeian et al., 2019, Reviews of Geophysics). The deeper soil moisture has stable 

temporal dynamics compared with that of surface soil moisture. Further, the VIC model 

executed at 10, 40 and 93 cm. In the process of assimilation, the SMAP soil moisture are 

rescaled to VIC soil moisture dynamics. So, essentially the noisier timeseries (surface soil 

moisture) is being rescaled using the temporal dynamics of smoother timeseries (VIC soil 

moisture). Can authors assess the implications of this mismatch on the final outcome? 

We agree with the reviewer that matching a satellite-observed soil moisture product with 

that represented in a land surface model (LSM) is a very challenging task, and so far there is no 

standard good solution despite many research efforts (see, e.g., Yilmaz and Crow, 2013; Kumar 

et al., 2015; Nearing et al., 2018). On the one hand, although SMAP is typically described as 

measuring the top ~ 5 cm of soil moisture, the actual vertical support depth is unclear and varies 

nonlinearly as a function of soil moisture and vegetation water content. On the other hand, the 

relationship between the top-layer depth and its soil moisture dynamics in an LSM is complex 

and driven by a large number of poorly known model parameters (although, Shellito et al. (2018) 

found that changing the top-layer depth from 10 cm to 5 cm in the Noah LSM did not affect 

surface soil moisture dynamics much). Therefore, contrasts between the spectral characteristics 

of modelled and observed “surface” soil moisture is a general problem for essentially all land 

data assimilation systems (Qiu et al., 2014) – even those in which a concerted effort is made to 

“match” the vertical support of both estimates. While it likely does introduce some time scale 

error, the moment-matching rescaling techniques as used in our study is one of the standard, 

although imperfect, solutions, which is commonly used in soil moisture data assimilation studies. 

Therefore, we have kept our original procedure and added new discussion in Section 4.2 which 

acknowledges this shortcoming. 

 

2) How is the soil moisture state in the deeper layers being updated? Is there a correction 

factor implemented here, as carried out by Lievens et al. (2015, 2016)? Although authors 

have mentioned in Line 221, an equation will bring clarity to their statement. 
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 In our 3-layer VIC setup, the middle layer is updated using the surface measurement via a 

standard EnKF algorithm (i.e., perturbed and updated based on the error covariance calculated 

based on the ensemble distribution) – this follows the approach of Lievens et al. (2016) but 

differs slightly from Lievens et al. (2015) where an artificial vertical correlation factor was used 

to “nudge” the deeper-layer state. For the bottom layer, we did not include it in the EnKF update, 

which is the same as in Lievens et al. (2015, 2016) and further justified by Mao et al. (2019). We 

still perturbed the bottom layer to create a realistic ensemble estimate. All these modeling 

choices were detailed earlier in Mao et al. (2019), and now clarified in the revised text (and with 

additional equations in Supplemental material). 

 

3) Equations will help to understand the mathematically involved procedure like data 

assimilation. 

 We have added the key equations and descriptions in Supplemental Material as 

suggested. 

 

4) Authors may have to discuss the sensitivity of choosing gamma parameter in Eq. (1). 

 First, we would like to emphasize that the gamma parameter in Equation (1) was already 

manually tuned with the objective of maximizing the correlation coefficient between the 

uncorrected API time series and the SMAP time series over the domain, such that the API model 

as stated in Equation (1) captures the SMAP-observed SM dynamics as much as possible. In 

addition, this issue has been examined in past studies. Using a very similar system, Crow et al. 

(2011) found that the magnitude of rainfall correction was minimally sensitive to variations in 

gamma in the effort of mimicking a more complex soil water balance model.   

 Second, we have added a sensitivity analysis to examine the impact of gamma on rainfall 

correction results, as suggested by the reviewer. Figures 1 and 2 below show the domain-median 

correlation coefficient improvement and percent RMSE reduction (PER), respectively, after 

correction at different gamma values (in the manuscript, gamma = 0.98 was used). We see that 

around the chosen gamma = 0.98, the sensitivity of rainfall correction performance to gamma is 

relatively small, and gamma = 0.98 results in optimal PER when evaluating at 1-day and 3-day 

time steps (although performance is even better at gamma = 0.99 for the other measures shown). 

However, we also see that the correction performance is significantly degraded if gamma is far 

from the chosen value (i.e., if gamma < 0.95). These results should confirm that the chosen 

gamma value in the manuscript is reasonable and roughly optimal. This analysis is now 

presented in the revised Supplemental Material. 
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Figure 1.  Domain-median correlation coefficient improvement of IMERG rainfall after SMART 

correction (with respect to the NLDAS-2 reference) at different γ values. The improvement is 

evaluated for 3-hour (3H), 1-day (1D) and 3-day (3D) accumulation intervals. 

 

 

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but evaluated by percent RMSE reduction (PER). 
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5) L 210: There is also a need for authors to explain why the error variance of 0.3 mm2 is 

chosen and its sensitivity. 

 According to the Kalman filter theory, the time series of the normalized filter innovation 

should have mean zero and variance one. The normalized filter innovation, e, is defined as 

 ek= k k
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where k is the time step index, y  is the measurement, y−  is the estimated measurement before 

update, H is the vector mapping from state to measurement space, P−  is the estimated state error 

covariance, and R is the measurement error variance. Since we have a relatively good estimate of 

measurement error, the only degree of freedom to tune the innovation variance is the state error 

level, for which 0.3 mm2 was found to roughly satisfy the statistical requirement on the filter 

innovation. Since the innovation is required to have these statistical properties by the Kalman 

filter theory, this is not something that can be freely altered and we did not carry out a sensitivity 

analysis. This point has been clarified in the revised text. 

 

6) L: 228: When only top two layers are being updated, why is it that all the three layers 

are perturbed? 

 While the perturbation of the bottom layer does not affect the EnKF updating procedure, 

we need to perturb the bottom layer to generate a realistic ensemble for it since we are interested 

in probabilistic streamflow estimation (and the bottom layer soil moisture impacts VIC 

streamflow estimates via its role in determining baseflow). While ensemble spread in the first 

two soil layers will eventually propagate into the (third) bottom layer, such spread does not 

explicitly account for errors that originate in the bottom layer. We have clarified it in the text.  

  

7) L: 230-233: I find that this statement in qualitative in nature. So, it cannot be considered 

as a finding. 

 We did carry out the experiment of comparing the state update performance with and 

without considering the spatial auto-correlation of states, and found that considering spatial auto-
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correlation did not improve EnKF result (detailed results not shown). We have clarified this in 

the revised text. 

 

8) Figure 3 is not explained properly. What is the meaning of improvement in correlation? 

Is it correlation (NLDAS, IMERG_Corrected) – correlation(NLDAS, IMERG_Original)? 

There is no detail about it in the manuscript. 

 Figure 3 shows the improvement of the IMERG rainfall product relative to the NLDAS-2 

reference before and after the SMART rainfall correction - the formula written out by the 

reviewer is correct. However, we have decided to leave out this formula to avoid extra notation, 

but instead added a clearer description in the caption. 

 

9) L: 302: If delta and P are aggregated to 3-day windows prior to correction in the case of 

EnKF, why are there minor changes in the spatial maps in Fig. 3 (d-f)? Will it not be 

sensible to just have a 3-day window map? 

Even if EnKF corrects the 3-day accumulated rainfall amounts, the 3-day rainfall delta is 

downscaled uniformly to every 3-hour time step under the 3-day window. Therefore, the 3-

hourly (or daily) rainfall can still be improved to be closer to truth, even if the correction does 

not capture the fine temporal resolution. We have clarified this in the revised text. 

 

10) Interestingly, there seems to be an overlap in the spatial patterns of Figs. 2 and 3. It 

appears that there is a correlation improvement in the western part, which received lower 

rainfall compared to the eastern region. Is there such dependence of rainfall amount on the 

performance of correction? 

 We have added discussion on the spatial pattern of rainfall correction as suggested by the 

reviewer (first paragraph of Section 3.1.2). Specifically, SMAP tends to have better quality (in 

terms of correlation improvement) in the western part of the domain due to less vegetation, 

which is one possible reason that it adds more value to the SMART rainfall correction in the 

western region. RMSE is reduced more in the eastern part of the domain, which is likely due to 

the better correction for larger rainfall events (which mostly happen in the east). 
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11) I think it will be better if bias and error maps are also plotted to comprehensively 

characterize the errors. 

 The error (in terms of RMSE) reduction map was already included in the manuscript 

(Figure 5, left column). We do not include a bias correction map since the SMART algorithm 

does not correct overall rainfall bias – it rescales the corrected time series back to have the same 

mean as the uncorrected time series (this is pointed out in the first paragraph of Section 3.1.1). 

 

12) L: 333-334: This is one of the most important statements made by authors. I think it is 

important to support this statement with rigorous analysis. I think it may not be fair to 

compare these results with that of Table 2. This is because of a) the experimental setup has 

changed, b) case study has changed, and c) the reference dataset has changed. 

 First, we have toned down the argument that IMERG has “good quality”, and instead 

emphasized the main reason for the smaller rainfall correction results than those found by 

previous studies is the relatively better quality IMERG compared to older rainfall products. We 

have also pointed out that SMAP’s quality is low in dense-biomass regions, which limits its 

ability to correct IMERG rainfall. Therefore, the revised manuscript now relies less heavily on 

this argument to explain key results. 

 Nevertheless, the tendency for marginal data assimilation improvement to decrease as the 

skill of the background increases is a very well-developed general concept in land data 

assimilation (Reichle et al., 2008; Qing et al., 2011; Bolten and Crow, 2012; Dong et al., 2019) – 

and has already been demonstrated for the specific case of using soil moisture to correct rainfall 

(Crow et al., 2011). In addition, Crow and Ryu (2009) already provided exactly the rigorous 

analysis requested by the author. That is, using a conceptually equivalent rainfall correction 

approach and a set of well-controlled synthetic experiments, they examined the impact of 

baseline precipitation analysis on marginal precipitation skill improvements. Their conclusions 

(also) clearly demonstrate that rainfall correction margins are degraded by improvements in 

baseline precipitation skill (i.e., the exact point made here). Finally, while the approaches applied 

in Table 2 differ slightly, it should be noted that various correction approaches (e.g. the 

SM2RAIN used by Brocca et al. (2013, 2014) and the SMART approach applied by Crow et al. 

(2011)) have been inter-compared and found to perform similarly (Brocca et al., 2016), 

suggesting that their results are fairly cross-comparable (as in Table 2). Therefore, our 

hypothesis here is supported by a range of earlier studies and a well-demonstrated concept in 

land data assimilation. We have clarified these points in Section 4.1 in the revised manuscript. 
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13) Figure 3: Since there is a median correlation improvement difference of only 0.01, can’t 

we just use EnKF, which is much simpler compared to Ensemble Smoother? 

First of all, the EnKS is not really more complicated or computationally demanding than 

the EnKF. As a result, there is no significant downside to use the EnKS instead of an EnKF. 

Secondly, since the baseline correlation coefficent of IMERG is already quite good (domain-

median correlation coefficient above 0.8 relative to NLDAS-2 reference), it is a relatively 

difficult task to further improve it, and even small correlation improvements are significant (in 

the context of remaining unexplained variability). Finally, the correlation improvement achieved 

by EnKS is also much more obvious in certain parts of the domain (e.g., western end; see Figure 

3) compared to that by EnKF, despite the relatively small difference in domain-median 

improvement. 

 

14) Figure 4: It is understandable that in the case of correcting rainfall at all timesteps, 

SMART can misinterpret SM retrieval noise as small rainfall corrections. Can this issue be 

alleviated by considering a threshold of, say 2 mm to classify rain/no-rain and continuously 

correct the rainfall. This way the SM retrieval noise can still be pushed to zero, and there 

may some reduction of uncertainty due to rain/no-rain classification. 

 We have added a sensitivity analysis as suggested by the reviewer. Specifically, we alter 

the threshold of classifying IMERGE rain/no rain (this threshold is essentially set to zero in the 

original manuscript, and SMART only corrects time steps during which rainfall occurs), and 

observe its impact on the rainfall correction results (i.e., categorical metrics at different rainfall 

scales as well as correlation improvement and percent RMSE reduction (PER)).  

 The following figures show the SMART correction results with different rain/no rain 

thresholds. For categorical metrics (Figure 1), having a rain/no rain threshold of 1 mm/3 hours or 

2 mm/3 hours mitigates the issue of worsened POD at small rainfall events comparing to zero 

threshold, but also removes the (although small) FAR improvement. For mid-ranged rainfall 

events, a positive threshold mitigates the issue of worsened FAR as in the zero threshold case, 

but POD improvement becomes smaller. For larger rainfall events, POD improvement and TS 

improvement become slightly smaller (i.e., closer to zero) when using a positive rain/no rain 

threshold (note that the small positive rain/no rain threshold value can be considered as a 

“larger” rainfall event at some pixels with overall low precipitation, therefore affecting the 

categorical metrics toward the right side on the categorical metrics plots). 

 In addition to the categorical metrics, setting the rain/no rain threshold to either 1 mm/3 

or 2 mm/3 hours slightly lowers values of correlation coefficient improvement and PER versus 

the baseline case of applying a rain/no rain threshold of zero accumulation (Figures 2 and 3). 
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In summary, there is no obvious optimized number for the rain/no rain threshold since 

there is a trade-off between POD and FAR. Although the overall TS at smaller rainfall events 

improves with a positive threshold, the correction for larger events, which are what SMART 

correction is more useful for, slightly worsens. A positive rain/no rain threshold does not benefit 

correlation coefficient and PER (which are sensitive to both POD and FAR performance). Based 

on these analyses, we have decided to keep the original analysis in the manuscript to have a zero 

rain/no rain threshold for SMART correction. We have added this sensitivity analysis to the 

revised Supplemental Material (and briefly mentioned key results of the analysis in the revised 

main text). 

  

 

Figure 3: Change in categorical metrics (FAR, POD and TS) before and after SMART 

correction for 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-day accumulation periods. The left column (panels a, b and 

c) is the same as in Fig. 4 (right column) in the main text with SMART only correcting IMERG 

rainfall events with non-zero accumulation. The middle and right columns show the same 

metrics with SMART only correcting IMERG rainfall for events where accumulation rates 

exceed thresholds of 1 mm/3 hours and 2 mm/3 hours, respectively. 
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Figure 4: Correlation coefficient (with respect to the NLDAS-2 reference precipitation) 

improvement before and after SMART correlation for 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-day accumulation 

periods. As in Fig. 7, the left column (panels a, b and c) is the same as in Fig. 4 (right column) in 

the main text with SMART only correcting IMERG rainfall events with non-zero accumulation. 

The middle and right columns show the same metrics with SMART only correcting IMERG 

rainfall for events where accumulation rates exceed thresholds of 1 mm/3 hours and 2 mm/3 

hours, respectively. 
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Figure 5: Same as Figure 4 above, but for percent RMSE reduction (PER; with respect to the 

NLDAS-2 reference precipitation). The left column (panels a, b and c) is the same as in Fig. 5 

(left column) in the main text 

 

15) L: 318 is a speculative statement with no strong analysis. 

 We have reworded the statement to list the improved rain/no rain detection of IMERG as 

one possible reason for the success of our tactic. 

 

16) Section 3.1.2: (in alignment with my Comment 12) I think correlation may not be 

sufficient to conclude on the quality of rainfall product. There can be other forms of error 

(such as bias), which are not being considered in this analysis. 

 As mentioned above in Response to Reviewer 2 Major Comment 11, the original 

manuscript did include both an RMSE analysis (Figure 5, left column) as well as results based on 

a range of categorical metrics (e.g., POD, FAR and TS – see Figure 4) in the manuscript, with 

discussion in Section 3.1.2. We have added discussion of their spatial pattern in the revised test. 
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Overall bias is not designed to be corrected by the SMART algorithm and can therefore not be 

used as a metric for improvement (we have clarified this in Section 3.1.2). 

 

17) Authors should provide some insights into the spatial patterns in Fig. 5. If median value 

is all that is needed in the discussion, then what is the need to have such spatial maps? 

 We have added discussion of the spatial pattern of the rainfall correction as suggested by 

the reviewer in Section 3.1.2. Specifically, RMSE is reduced more in the eastern part of the 

domain, which is likely due to the better correction for larger rainfall events (which mostly 

happens in the east). NENSK maps show that ensemble rainfall tends to be under-dispersed on 

the west edge of the domain with low rainfall, indicating that we are underestimating rainfall 

uncertainty in this region. 

 

18) Section 3.2.1: I think there is a need to compare the rainfall products with a third 

product to get a complete picture of relative errors between the products. 

 As mentioned above in Response to Reviewer 1 Major Comments, NLDAS-2 

precipitation is derived from daily gauge-based rainfall measurements and hourly ground-radar 

data, and is widely used. As a result, it is expected to be as generally reliable as any other 

ground-based rainfall product available in the region. Even if NLDAS-2 rainfall is not perfect (as 

can be seen from our streamflow results), its reliance on gauge observations ensures that it is 

relatively more reliable than the IMERG (and SMART-corrected) rainfall products considered in 

this study. Therefore, it provides an adequate benchmark for relative variation in skill and 

accuracy for these lower-quality products (we have added clarification on these in Section 2.2.4). 

We do not see any advantages of including an additional product for validation, particularly 

since that product will (inevitably) not be independent from NLDAS-2 (due to a shared 

dependence on common rain gauge datasets). 

 

19) There is no discussion regarding Figs. 6 and 7 in the manuscript. 

 Figures 6 and 7 were discussed in Section 3.2.3 (the impact of VIC parameterization).. 
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20) Fig. 7 Deep Site: Between June and July although there are spikes in the ensemble, why 

isn’t there a peak in dual corrected time series (which is ensemble-mean)? Also, since these 

are unregulated catchments, any peak can be attributed to rainfall event. So, if there are 

spikes in the ensemble during this period, does it mean a) there is an anomalous rainfall or 

b) the assimilation technique erroneously updated the rainfall during this period? I think 

these streamflow timeseries should also contain rainfall timeseries to look at where the 

update is being carried out. 

As suggested by the reviewer, we have added rainfall data to the streamflow time series 

plot (the uncorrected IMERG rainfall (i.e., Figure 6) as well as the SMART-corrected rainfall 

ensemble (i.e., Figure 7). With the help of these (newly plotted) rainfall time series, the ensemble 

spikes at the Deep site between June and July (as an example) can be explained as follows: 

 1) For the spike around early July 2017: IMERG detected a small rainfall event, which 

correctly corresponded to a small rise in the gauge-observed streamflow. The ensemble of 

SMART-corrected rainfall is spread around the original IMERG time series without extreme 

peaks, but there are a few dual-corrected streamflow ensemble members with much-higher-than-

observed spikes. This is likely because, given the hydrologic conditions during that time, 1) 

streamflow has a highly non-linear response to rainfall input in the VIC model, and/or 2) 

streamflow has a highly non-linear response to the SM state update in the VIC model. 

 2) For the spike around mid-June: the gauge-observed streamflow showed almost no 

spike at all while the uncorrected IMERG showed a small rainfall event, which indicates that this 

may be a false alarm event detected by IMERG. In this case, the few high-flow outlier ensemble 

members in the dual-corrected streamflow are likely due to both an inaccurate IMERG detection 

that is not successfully corrected by SMART, and the highly nonlinear response of streamflow to 

rainfall/SM state. 

 3) Because of the sometimes highly non-linear response of simulated streamflow to 

rainfall/state update, we plotted ensemble-median instead of ensemble-mean of the streamflow 

time series since the ensemble-median is a more stable representation of the “average” behavior 

of the streamflow ensemble. The ensemble-mean would, as the reviewer pointed out, bias toward 

a few outliers. 
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Updated Figure 6. Example time series of streamflow results from the dual correction system. 

In the lower panel, black line: USGS observed streamflow; magenta line: baseline VIC 

simulation; light blue lines: ensemble updated streamflow results; solid blue line: ensemble-

mean updated streamflow. In the upper panel, orange line: uncorrected IMERG rainfall 

aggregated to the sub-basin-average; light grey lines: ensemble corrected rainfall. Only part of 

the simulation period is shown for clear display; however, statistics shown on each panel are 

based on the entire simulation period (approximately 2.5 years). 
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Updated Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but calibrated VIC model parameters. 

 

21) The discussion section is speculative not very convincing. Authors may have to carry 

out robust analysis to substantiate their findings. 

 We have re-organized our results and discussion sections to incorporate all the major 

comments from reviewers and streamlined our major findings. Specifically: 

1) We have toned down the argument that IMERG has “good quality”, and instead 

emphasized that the main reason for the smaller rainfall correction results than those found by 

previous studies is the relatively better quality IMERG compared to older rainfall products. 

2) In addition, we pointed out that SMAP’s quality is low in dense-biomass regions, 

resulting in underperformed SMART rainfall correction in such regions. 

 3) We have emphasized our finding that systematic error accounts for a significant 

fraction of the total streamflow error, and the systematic error cannot be corrected by Kalman-

filter-based data assimilation techniques which aimed solely at reducing zero-mean random 

errors. 

 

Minor Comments: 

22) Figure 4: the x-axis is not explained properly. 

 We have added more description of the x-axis in the figure caption. 

23) Abstract opens with statement that soil moisture is necessary for accurate streamflow 

simulations. However, the conclusions are slightly contradictory. Please consider revising 

the abstract appropriately. 

 We have reworded the first few sentences in the abstract. We also would like to point out 

that soil moisture probably still contains information to help simulate streamflow more 

accurately, but the findings of this study show that our current satellite measurement and data 

assimilation techniques are not fully extracting this information. 
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Abstract 10 

Soil moisture (SM) measurements contain information about both pre-storm hydrologic 11 

states and within-storm rainfall estimates, both of which are essentialrequired inputs for 12 

accurateevent-based streamflow simulationsimulations. In this study, an existing dual 13 

state/rainfall correction system is extended and implemented in a largethe 605,000 km2 14 

Arkansas-Red River basin with a semi-distributed land surface model. The latest Soil Moisture 15 

Active Passive (SMAP) satellite surface SM retrievals are assimilated to simultaneously correct 16 

antecedent SM states in the model and rainfall estimates from the latest Global Precipitation 17 

Measurement (GPM) mission. While the GPM rainfall is corrected slightly to moderately, 18 

especially for larger events, the correction is smaller than that reported in past studies because 19 

ofdue primarily to the improved baseline quality of the new GPM satellite product. TheIn 20 

addition, rainfall correction is poorer in regions with dense biomass due to lower SMAP quality. 21 

Nevertheless, SMAP-based dual state/rainfall correction is shown to generally improve 22 

streamflow is corrected slightly to moderately via dual correction estimates, as shown by 23 

comparisons with streamflow observations across 8eight Arkansas-Red River sub-basins. The 24 

correction is larger at sub-basins with poorer GPM rainfall and poorer open-loop streamflow 25 

simulations. Overall, although the dual data assimilation scheme However, more substantial 26 

streamflow correction is able to nudge streamflow simulations in the correct direction, it corrects 27 

only a relatively small portion of the totallimited by significant systematic errors present in 28 

model-based streamflow error. Systematic modeling error accounts for a larger portion of the 29 

overall streamflow error, which isestimates that are uncorrectable byvia standard data 30 

assimilation techniques. aimed solely at zero-mean random errors. These findings suggest that 31 

we may be reaching a point of diminishing returns for applying data assimilation approaches to 32 

correct random errors in streamflow simulations. Moremore substantial streamflow correction 33 

would rely onwill likely require better quality SM observations as well as future research efforts 34 

aimed at reducing the systematic error and developing higher-quality satellite rainfall 35 

productserrors in hydrologic systems. 36 

 37 

  38 
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1. Introduction 39 

Accurate streamflow simulation is important for water resources management 40 

applications such as flood control and drought monitoring. Reliable streamflow simulation 41 

requires accurate estimates of pre-storm soil moisture (SM) conditions that control the 42 

partitioning of infiltration and surface runoff during rainfall events, as well as longer-memory 43 

subsurface flow (Freeze and Harlan, 1969; Western et al., 2002; Aubert et al., 2003). Good 44 

streamflow simulations also require realistic rainfall time series estimates. 45 

SM measurements, if available, contain information about both antecedent hydrologic 46 

states and precedingwithin-storm rainfall events. With advances in the advancequality and 47 

availability of in-situ and satellite-measured SM products, researchers have started to explore the 48 

potential of using SM measurements to improve the estimates of both aspects.pre-storm SM and 49 

within-storm rainfall. For example, a number ofmultiple studies have attempted to assimilate SM 50 

measurements to improve the representation of antecedent SM states in hydrologic models via 51 

Kalman-filter-based techniques (e.g., Francois et al., 2003; Brocca et al., 2010, 2012; Wanders et 52 

al., 2014; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014; Lievens et al., 2015, 2016; Massari et al., 2015; Mao et 53 

al., 2019). Other studies have explored approaches to usingthe use of SM measurements to back-54 

calculate within-storm rainfall or to correct existing rainfall time series products (e.g., Crow et 55 

al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Brocca et al., 2013; Brocca et al., 2014; Brocca et al., 2016; Koster 56 

et al., 2016). 57 

In the recentpast decade, so-called dual state/rainfall correction systems have been 58 

implemented that combine both theSM state -update and rainfall correction schemes to optimally 59 

improve streamflow simulations (e.g., Crow and Ryu, 2009; Chen et al., 2014; Alvarez-Garreton 60 

et al., 2016). Specifically, SM measurements (typically from satellite observation) are used to 61 

simultaneously update model states and correct a rainfall product (also the (typically satellite-62 

observed).) rainfall time series product used to force the model. The updated antecedent states 63 

and corrected rainfall are then combined as inputs into a hydrologic model to produce an 64 

improved streamflow simulation (see Fig. 1 for illustration of the dual correction system). Past 65 

studies have suggested that such systems generally outperform either state-update-only or 66 

rainfall-correction-only schemes (Crow and Ryu, 2009; Chen et al., 2014; Alvarez-Garreton et 67 
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al., 2016), with the rainfall correction contributing more during high-flow events and the state 68 

updateupdating contributing more during low flow periods (also see Massari et al., 2018). 69 

While these past studies hadwere encouraging findings, they applied the dual correction 70 

system only to catchment-scale, lumped hydrologic models. In this study, a semi-distributed land 71 

surface model, the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) model, is implemented instead. The VIC 72 

model, compared to the previous lumped models, includes a more detailed representation of both 73 

energy and water balance processes (Liang et al., 1994; Hamman et al., 2018). The macroscale 74 

grid-based VIC also better matches the true spatial resolution of satellite SM measurements and 75 

provides a means for correcting large-scale streamflow analysis. In addition, earlier dual 76 

correction studies used previous-generation satellite products such as the Advanced 77 

Scatterometer (ASCAT) satellite SM data, the Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite 78 

SM data and the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) precipitation data. Here, we use 79 

newer data products from the more recent Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission 80 

(Hou et al., 2014) and the NASA Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission (Entekhabi et 81 

al., 2010). Both the SMAP and GPM products provide near-real-time measurements over much 82 

of the global land surface, making them especially useful for regions with scarce in-situground-83 

based rainfall and SM observations.  84 

The main objective of this study is to assess the effectiveness of such a dual correction 85 

system to improve streamflow simulations using the latestrecent satellite SM and precipitation 86 

products. To address this main objective, we introduced a number ofintroduce methodological 87 

advances. Specifically, we 1) extended the system to provide a probabilistic streamflow estimate 88 

via ensemble simulations (simulation and analysis techniques (note that past studies focused 89 

solely on deterministic improvement), 2) updated the rainfall correction scheme to take full 90 

advantage of the higher accuracy and higher temporal resolution of thenewer satellite data 91 

products, and 3) investigated the potential cross-correlation of errors in the dual system and 92 

validated, thus validating the theoretical correctnessbasis of theour analysis system design. These 93 

methodological contributions will be presented throughout the paper. 94 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the dual 95 

correction system and our novel methodological contributions, as well as the study domain, 96 

hydrologic model, and datasets used. Results are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 discusses a few 97 
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remaining issuesour results and takeaways from the studyidentifies lessons learned, and Sect. 5 98 

summarizes our conclusions. 99 

 100 

 101 

Figure 1. The dual state/rainfall correction framework applied in this study. Satellite-based soil 102 

moisture (SM) data is integrated into a hydrological simulation system via two correction 103 

schemes: 1) a standard data assimilation system to correct modeled SM states (shown in the red 104 

box on the left), and 2) a rainfall correction algorithm to correct rainfall forcing data (shown in 105 

the blue box on the right). Finally, these two contributions are combined to improve streamflow 106 

simulations (shown in the black box at the bottom). 107 

 108 

2. Methods 109 

2.1. Study domain 110 

The dual state/rainfall correction system is applied in the Arkansas-Red River basin 111 

(approximately 605,000 km2) located in the south-central United States (Fig. 2). This basin 112 

consists of the Arkansas River and the Red River, both converging eastward into the Mississippi 113 
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River. This domain has a strong climatic gradient and is wetter in the east and drier in the west 114 

(Fig. 2). The basin experiences little snow cover in winter except for the mountainous areas 115 

along its far western edge. Vegetation cover tends to be denser in the east (deciduous forest) than 116 

in the west (wooded grassland, shrubs, crops and grassland). 117 

 118 

 119 

 120 
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Figure 2. The Arkansas-Red River basin with climatology-averaged annual precipitation 121 

(calculated from NLDAS-2 precipitation data over 1979-2017). The pink shaded areas show the 122 

upstream sub-basins of the 8eight USGS streamflow sites evaluated in this study, with basin 123 

numbers labeled on the plot (see Table 1 for basin numbers and corresponding sites). 124 

 125 

2.2. Data 126 

2.2.1. SMAP satellite SM data 127 

The SMAP mission provides SM estimates for the top 5 centimeters of the soil column, 128 

with an average revisit time of 2-3 days, a resolution of 36 km and a 50-hour data latency. Both 129 

ascending (PM) and descending (AM) retrievals from the SMAP L3 Passive product data 130 

Version 4 (O'Neill et al., 2016) from MarMarch 31, 2015 to December 31, 2017 were used in 131 

this study. A few SMAP pixels with obvious quality flaws (i.e., near-constant retrieval values) 132 

were manually masked out. The internal quality flags provided by the SMAP mission were not 133 

applied in this study to preserve the measurements in the easteastern half of the domain, where 134 

the data quality of the entire region is flagged as unrecommended due to relatively heavy 135 

vegetation cover. The native 36-km SMAP retrievals were used throughout the study without 136 

spatial remapping or temporal aggregation. 137 

2.2.2 GPM satellite precipitation data 138 

The Integrated Multi-satellitE Retrievals for GPM (IMERG) Level 3 Version 05 Early 139 

Run precipitation data was used in this study (Huffman et al., 2018). IMERG merges multiple 140 

satellite observations and provides a near-global precipitation product with a spatial resolution of 141 

0.1º (Huffman et al., 2015). TheWe used the “Early Run” version of this product was used in this 142 

study since its short latency (4 hours) makes it suitable for near-real-time data assimilation 143 

applications. However, this short latency also prevents correction of the IMERG “Early Run” 144 

product using ground-based rain gauge observations. We aggregated the original 30-minute 145 

IMERG precipitation product to our 3-hourly modeling timesteptime step and remapped it onto 146 

our 1/8º model spatial resolution. 147 

2.2.3. Other meteorological forcing data 148 
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Other than precipitation, the VIC model requires air temperature, shortwave and 149 

longwave radiation, air pressure, vapor pressure and wind speed as forcing inputs. These 150 

variables were obtainedtaken from the 1/8º gridded North American Land Data Assimilation 151 

System Phase 2 (NLDAS-2) meteorological forcing data product (Xia et al., 2009). We 152 

aggregated the original hourly NLDAS-2 meteorological variables to the 3-hourly modeling 153 

timesteptime step. 154 

2.2.4. Validation data 155 

Daily streamflow data at 8eight USGS streamflow sites in the study domain (USGS, 156 

2018) was used to evaluate the streamflow time series from the dual correction system (Fig. 2 157 

and Table 1). These 8eight sites were selected for their lack of human regulation and their dense 158 

rain gauge coverage (Crow et al., 2017). We separately evaluated the rainfall correction scheme, 159 

in which the gauge-informed NLDAS-2 precipitation data was treated as the benchmarkNLDAS-160 

2 precipitation data was treated as the benchmark. The NLDAS-2 precipitation data was based 161 

on daily gauge-based rainfall measurements that were disaggregated into hourly intervals using 162 

ground-based weather radar (Xia et al., 2012). NLDAS-2’s reliance on gauge observations (to 163 

obtain daily rainfall accumulations) ensures that it is more reliable (in a relative sense) than the 164 

remote-sensing-only “Early Run” IMERG products used in this study. Consequently, it provides 165 

an adequate evaluation benchmark for subsequent attempts to correction IMERG. 166 

 167 

2.3. Hydrologic modeling 168 

 We used Version 5 of the VIC model (Liang et al., 1994; Hamman et al., 2018). VIC is a 169 

large-scale, semi-distributed model that simulates various land surface processes. In this study, 170 

the VIC model was implemented in the Arkansas-Red River basin with the same setup as in Mao 171 

et al. (2019). Specifically, the model was set up at 1/8º spatial resolution with each grid cell 172 

further divided into multiple vegetation tiles via statistical distributions. Each grid cell was 173 

simulated by VIC separately using a soil column discretized into 3 vertical layers (with domain-174 

average thicknesses of 0.10 m, 0.40 m and 0.93 m, respectively). RunoffIn VIC, runoff can be 175 

generated by fast-response surface runoff and by slow-response runoff from the bottom soil 176 

layer. All vegetation cover and soil property parameters in the model were taken from Maurer et 177 
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al. (2002), which were calibrated against streamflow observations at the most downstream outlet 178 

of the combined Arkansas and Red River basins. The simulation period was from March 2015 to 179 

December 2017 when both the SMAP and GPM products are available. The VIC model was 180 

spun-up by running the period 1979-2015 twice using NLDAS-2 forcing. 181 

The local runoff simulated by VIC at each grid cell was routed through the stream 182 

channelsnetwork using the RVIC routing model (Hamman et al., 2017). RVIC), which is an 183 

adapted version of the routing model developed by Lohmann et al. (1996, 1998). 184 

 185 

2.4. The dual correction system 186 

In this section, we describe our methodological updates to the rainfall correction scheme, 187 

followed by a description of the state update scheme. Next, we describe how the two schemes are 188 

combined to produce the final ensemble streamflow analysis. 189 

2.4.1. The SMART rainfall correction scheme updates and adaption 190 

The Soil Moisture Analysis Rainfall Tool (SMART) rainfall correction algorithm (Crow 191 

et al., 2009; 2011; Chen et al., 2012) is based on sequential assimilation of SM measurements 192 

into a simplean Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) model: 193 

1t t tAPI API P −= +        (1) 194 

where t is a timesteptime step index; P is the original IMERG precipitation observation; [mm]; 195 

and γ is a unitless loss coefficient. We implemented a 3-hourly version of SMART (instead of 196 

the daily version in past studies) to receive the 3-hourly IMERG rainfall input and both the 197 

ascending (PM) and descending (AM) SMAP retrievals at the correct time of day. We also 198 

extended the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) version of SMART introduced by Crow et al. 199 

(2011) to an ensemble Kalman smoother (EnKS), in which the API state is not only updated at 200 

timestepstime steps when SMAP is available, but also updated during measurement gaps (see 201 

Supplemental Material Sect. S1 for mathematical details ofunderlying the SMART EnKS 202 

approach). We set γ to 0.98 [3 hours-1] such that the un-corrected API time series approximately 203 

captures the dynamics of SMAP retrievals (i.e., with high correlation).; see Sect. S3 in 204 

Supplemental Material for a sensitivity analysis on γ). SMAP was rescaled to the API regime 205 
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through cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching over the 2.5-year simulation period 206 

prior to assimilation. CDF matching was performed separately for SMAP AM and PM retrievals 207 

to account for their mutual systematic differences. 208 

 The SMART algorithm then uses the API increment, δt, to estimate the rainfall correction 209 

amount via a simple linear relation. We implemented an ensemble rainfall correction rather than 210 

the single deterministic rainfall correction used in past SMART applications: 211 

, ,

(j) (j) (j)

corr t pert t tP P = +        (2) 212 

where the superscript (j) denotes the jth ensemble member (ensemble size M = 32); Pcorr,t is the 213 

corrected precipitation for time t; Ppert,t is the perturbed IMERG precipitation; and 𝜆 is a scaling 214 

factor that linearly relates API increment to rainfall correction, which was set to a domain-215 

constant of 0.1 [-] (see Supplemental Material Sect. S2S4 for discussion on the choice of 𝜆). We 216 

applied the rainfall correction only at timesteps when the original IMERG rainfall observation 217 

iswas non-zero, taking advantage of the enhanced rain/no rain detection accuracy of IMERG 218 

(Gebregiorgis et al., 2018). This tactic mitigates the degradationspurious introduction of thelow 219 

intensity rainfall estimates during low-rainfall timesteps introducedevents by SMART  (see also 220 

Sect. 3.1). Finally, following Crow et al. (2009; 2011), negative Pcorr,t values were set to zero, 221 

and the final corrected precipitation time series was multiplicatively rescaled to be unbiased over 222 

the entire simulation period against the original IMERG estimates. (so that the long-term mean 223 

of the IMERG rainfall time series was preserved). 224 

In this study, the SMART algorithm was run at each of the 36-km SMAP pixels 225 

individually. The original 0.1o IMERG product was remapped to the coarser 36-km resolution 226 

prior to SMART, and the corrected 36-km rainfall was then downscaled to the VIC 1/8o 227 

modelingmodel resolution. In our implementation of an EnKS-based SMART system, the 228 

original IMERG precipitation was multiplicatively perturbed by log-normally distributed noise 229 

with mean and standard deviation equal to one. SMAP measurement error ranges from 0.03 to 230 

0.045 m3/m3 across the domain, which was estimated from the SMAP ground validation studies 231 

(e.g., Colliander et al., 2017; Chan et al., 2017)), and its spatial distribution was set to be 232 

proportional to leaf area index (LAI) (denser vegetation cover corresponds to larger SMAP 233 

error). The API state was directly perturbed by zero-mean Gaussian noise to represent API 234 
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model error. The perturbation variance was set to 0.3 mm2 over the entire domain such that the 235 

normalized filter innovation has variance of approximately one (which is a necessary condition 236 

for the proper error assumptions inparameterization of a Kalman filter; see Mehra (1971) and 237 

Crow and Bolten (2007)). See Supplemental Material Sect. S1 for mathematical details of 238 

theseThe SMAP measurement error and the state perturbation variance are the two primary 239 

variables impacting innovation statistics. Since we had a relatively good estimate of the 240 

measurement error assumptions., the state perturbation level can be uniquely determined via an 241 

analysis of normalized innovation variances (Crow and van den Berg, 2010).  242 

 243 

2.4.2. State updating via EnKF 244 

As illustrated in Fig. 1 (the red box on the left), the SMAP SM retrievals were also 245 

assimilated into the VIC model to update model states using thean EnKF method. The EnKF 246 

implementation in this study generally follows Mao et al. (2019). Specifically, a 1D filter was 247 

implemented for each 36-km SMAP pixel separately and at each pixel SMAP was assimilated to 248 

update the SM states of multiple underlying finer 1/8o VIC grid cells. Resolution differences 249 

between the coarser assimilation observations and finer modeling grid were accounted for via the 250 

inclusion of a spatial averaging step within the observation operator (Mao et al., 2019). 251 

Following Lievens et al. (2015; 2016) and Mao et al. Only(2019), only the upper two layers of 252 

SM states in VIC were updated duringby the EnKF (following Lievens et al. ,(2015; 2016) and 253 

Mao et al. (2019)), although the bottom layer SM does respond to the update of the upper two 254 

layers through drainage. (see Sect. S2 in Supplemental Material for mathematical details of the 255 

EnKF implemented here). An ensemble of 32 Monte Carlo model run replicatesensembles was 256 

used to represent the probabilistic estimate of corrected SM statesfor the EnKF. 257 

 The SMAP retrievals were rescaled (separately for AM and PM retrievals) to match the 258 

2.5-year mean and standard deviation of the VIC-simulated surface-layer SM time series prior to 259 

assimilation. The error statistics of IMERG precipitation and unscaled SMAP retrievals were 260 

assumed to be the same as usedthose applied in SMART (Sect. 2.4.1). TheFollowing Mao et al. 261 

(2019), VIC SM states of all three layers were directly perturbed during the EnKF forecast step 262 

by zero-mean, additive Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.5 mm over the entire study 263 

domain (following Mao et al. (2019)), which. This noise represents VIC modeling errors. 264 
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uncertainty in VIC’s ability to propagate states estimates forward in time (note that the bottom 265 

layer SM was perturbed, even though not directly updated by EnKF, to create a realistic 266 

ensemble spread for probabilistic estimates of baseflow and, thus, streamflow). 267 

Although VIC modeling errors are likely to containspatially auto-correlated, we tested 268 

whether accounting for spatial auto-correlation, consideration of this improved filter 269 

performance. Since it did not result in significantly better filter performanceimprove the results, 270 

we did not account for spatial correlation in our case and therefore not implemented here.EnKF 271 

implementation. This finding is consistent with Gruber et al. (2015) whichwho described the 272 

limited benefit of a 2-D filterfiltering, versus a 1-D baseline, when assimilating distributed SM 273 

retrievals into a land surface model. We will further discuss this point in Sect. 4. 274 

 275 

2.4.3. Combining the state update and the rainfall correction schemes 276 

The ensemble of updated model states and the corrected rainfall forcing were combined 277 

to produce final streamflow resultsestimates (black box in the bottom of Fig. 1). We first 278 

randomly paired ensemble members of corrected rainfall and updated VIC states and selected 32 279 

such pairs to balance competing considerations of computational cost and statistical stability. For 280 

each pair, the VIC model was re-run with the updated states inserted sequentially over time and 281 

forced by the corrected rainfall. Other meteorological forcings were kept unchanged. The runoff 282 

output from VIC for each pair was then routed to the gauge locations, resulting in an ensemble of 283 

basin-outlet streamflow time series for evaluation.. To further separate the relative contribution 284 

of the state update and the rainfall correction schemes to overall streamflow improvement, two 285 

additional streamflow simulations were performed. The first was the “state-updated streamflow” 286 

case, where VIC was re-run with the updated states and forced by the original IMERG 287 

precipitation. The resulting streamflow reflects only the impact of state updating on streamflow 288 

simulations. The second was the “rainfall-corrected streamflow” case, where VIC was forced by 289 

the SMART-corrected rainfall ensemble but without inserting the updated states. The resulting 290 

streamflow reflects only the effect of SMART rainfall correction. 291 

Although theThe EnKF state update and SMART rainfall correction schemes were 292 

performed separately with no feedbackexecuted independently to each other to mitigate 293 
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minimize the risk of cross-correlated error (Crow et al., 2009), error correlation still ). In 294 

particular, note that VIC state estimates created using SMART forcing – see the black 295 

“Hydrologic prediction” box in Fig. 1 – were not fed back into the EnKF state update analysis. 296 

Nevertheless, cross-correlated error in (EnKF) state and (SMART) rainfall estimates potentially 297 

exists in the dual systemmay still be present since the two schemes are informed by the same SM 298 

measurement datatime series. Such cross-correlated error could potentially be amplified when 299 

combining the two schemes and degrading, in turn, degrade the quality of probabilistic 300 

streamflow estimates. In fact, due to this concern, Massari et al. (2018) intentionally avoided 301 

combining the state and rainfall correction schemes due to this concern.. To further investigate 302 

this risk, we performed a set of synthetic experiments where we compared probabilistic 303 

streamflow estimates obtained via the following two scenarios: 1) a single set of synthetically 304 

generated SM measurements were assimilated into the state and rainfall correction schemes, 305 

mimicking the realoriginal dual correction system; 2) two separate sets of SM measurements 306 

with mutually independent errors were assimilated separately into the two schemes, thereby 307 

explicitly avoiding error cross-correlation in the system. Results show that the two scenarios 308 

achieve very similar streamflow correction performance. This suggests that it is safe to assimilate 309 

a single SM measurement product into both schemes without significantly degrading the final 310 

streamflow performance (see Sect. S3 and, therefore, minimal risk of degraded streamflow 311 

estimates (see Sect. S5 in Supplemental Material). 312 

 313 

2.5. Evaluation strategies and metrics  314 

We evaluated the rainfall correction results in addition to the dual-corrected streamflow 315 

results in terms of both deterministic and probabilistic metrics. 316 

The 1/8o gauge-informed NLDAS-2 precipitation data was remapped to the 36-km 317 

SMART resolution grid as the benchmark for evaluating rainfall. Deterministically, the 318 

ensemble-mean SMART-corrected rainfall was compared to the original IMERG precipitation 319 

(remapped to 36 km), and its improvement was evaluated in terms of: 1) time series correlation 320 

coefficient (r) of time series;); 2) percent error reduction (PER) in terms of the root-mean-321 

squared error (RMSE); 3) Categoricaladditional categorical skill metrics, including false alarm 322 

ratio (FAR), probability of detection (POD) and threat score (TS) (Wilks, 2011; Crow et al., 323 
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2011; Chen et al., 2012; Brocca et al., 2016). Probabilistically, the normalized ensemble skill 324 

(NENSK) was calculated, which measures the ensemble-mean error normalized by ensemble 325 

spread: 326 

   
ENSK

NENSK
ENSP

=        (3) 327 

where the ensemble skill (ENSK) is the temporal mean of ensemble-mean squared error, and the 328 

ensemble spread (ENSP) is the temporal mean of ensemble variance (De Lannoy et al., 2006; 329 

Brocca et al., 2012; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2019). Ideally, ifIf an ensemble of 330 

time series correctly representrepresents the uncertainty of an analysis, NENSK should be 1will 331 

equal one (Talagrand et al., 1997; Wilks, 2011). NENSK > 1 indicates an under-dispersed 332 

ensemble while NENSK < 1 indicates an over-dispersed ensemble. For all metrics, precipitation 333 

datasets were aggregated to multiple temporal accumulation periods (the native 3-hour period 334 

without aggregation; 1-day; 3-day) for evaluation at different time scales. 335 

The dual-corrected streamflow was evaluated at the 8outlet of the eight USGS sitessub-336 

basins shown in Fig. 2. Deterministically, the ensemble-median corrected streamflow was 337 

compared to the baseline streamflow, or the so-called “open-loop” streamflow, which is simply 338 

the single VIC simulation forced by IMERG precipitation without any correction, in terms of 1) 339 

PER; and 2) the Kling-Gupta efficiency (KGE) (Gupta et al. 2009) which). The latter combines 340 

the performance of correlation, variance and bias. Ensemble-median instead of ensemble-mean 341 

streamflow was used for more stable evaluation results in the case of a skewed streamflow 342 

ensemble caused by model nonlinearity. ProbabilisticallyIn addition to ensemble-median 343 

evaluations, NENSK was calculated for the entire streamflow ensembles. 344 

 345 

3. Results 346 

3.1. SMART rainfall correction 347 

3.1.1. The impact of SMART methodological choices 348 

Figure 3 shows the rainfall improvement in terms of correlation coefficient r based on 349 

both an EnKS- (the left column) compared toand EnKF-based (the right column).) 350 
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implementation of SMART. For EnKF results, both δ and P in Eq. (2) were aggregated to 3-day 351 

windows prior to correction to ensure SM data availability in every correction window. (and the 352 

3-day correction was subsequently downscaled to 3-hour time steps uniformly). Overall, the 353 

EnKF implementation results in less r improvement than the EnKS overallimplementation, 354 

which confirms the benefit of applying SMART using a smoothing approach. 355 

The impact of our (previous choice of only correcting) to update rainfall only at non-zero 356 

IMERG timestepstime steps is demonstrated by theexamined via domain-median categorical 357 

metrics (Fig. 4). IfWhen we correct rainfall every timestep is correctedtime step (Fig. 4 Column 358 

1), FAR is largely degraded (by 0.1 – 0.4) at low rainfall event thresholds especially with shorter 359 

accumulation periods (3-hour and 1-day; see Fig. 4a). This is likely due to the issue of SMART 360 

misinterpreting SM retrieval noise as small rainfall correctionsevents (Chen et al., 2014). POD is 361 

improved at these low thresholds (Fig. 4b), but not enough to compensate for the large FAR 362 

degradation. Therefore, TS, which accounts for both false alarms and missed events, is also 363 

degraded at low thresholds (by as large as 0.2 at 3-hourly). In contrast, when we only correct 364 

rainfall at non-zero IMERG timestepstime steps (Fig. 4 Column 2), the FAR degradation is much 365 

less (note the different y-axes in the two columns in Fig. 4). While itthis approach does sacrifice 366 

POD at low thresholds (Fig. 4e), the overall TS for 1-day and 3-day aggregation is improved 367 

overfor most of the event thresholds, especially atthe higher ones. As mentioned in Sect. 2.4.1, 368 

one possible reason for the success of this SMART choice is likely due to the improved rain/no 369 

rain detection quality of the baseline IMERG precipitation product, which was found to have 370 

superiorimproved miss-rain, false-rain and hit rate relative to older TRMM TMPA-RT products 371 

over the Continental U.S. (Gebregiorgis et al., 2018). It is thus more beneficial to retain the 372 

IMERG’s rain/no rain detection thanskill and not subject it to use SMART to correct it-based 373 

correction. 374 

With regards to binary rain/no-rain determination, one strategy for mitigating FAR 375 

problems is to arbitrarily set a (greater than zero) minimum accumulation threshold that must be 376 

exceeded for an event to be registered. To this end we carried out a sensitivity analysis to 377 

examine the impact of using a non-zero rain/no rain threshold versus our baseline assumption of 378 

a zero threshold. However, this analysis was unable to isolate an optimized threshold value for 379 

distinguishing rain/no rain cases. Instead, a continuous trade-off exists between POD and FAR at 380 
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different rainfall thresholds. However, a zero rain/no rain threshold does appear slightly 381 

beneficial for PER and the correlation coefficient improvement (see Sect. S6 in Supplemental 382 

Material). 383 

3.1.2. Rainfall correction evaluation 384 

 After rainfall correction at 1-day and 3-day accumulation periods, PER exhibits a 385 

domain-median error reduction of ~8% (Fig. 5 Column 1). The PER improvement is consistent 386 

with the improvement of the categorical metrics at high-event thresholds (Fig. 4 Column 2), 387 

since PER is more sensitive to high rainfall values. Three-hourly PER shows little improvement 388 

(Fig. 5a), suggesting that the deterministic correction is more effective at an accumulation period 389 

that more closely matches the SMAP retrieval interval. The same finding can also be drawn from 390 

the correlation and categorical results (Fig. 3 Column 2 and Fig. 4 Column 2). 391 

 Overall, SMART improves the IMERG rainfall product, but the improvement is 392 

generally smaller than found in previous SMART studies, especially in terms of correlation r 393 

(domain-median improvement of 0.01 to 0.02). The relatively smaller improvement is likely due 394 

to the improved accuracy of the baseline IMERG precipitation product. Table 2 summarizes the 395 

past SMART studies in literature, including the baseline and benchmark rainfall products, the 396 

SM product assimilated, baseline correlation r and its improvement, and baseline RMSE and its 397 

reduction (PER). Over the past decade, the quality of the baseline satellite-derived rainfall 398 

product has improved considerably, from TRMM 3B40-RT used in Crow et al.  Overall, the 399 

correlation coefficient improves more in the western part of the domain, which is likely 400 

attributable to the better quality of SMAP retrievals in the lightly vegetated western portion of 401 

the basin. However, RMSE is reduced more in the eastern part of the domain, which is likely due 402 

to the increased frequency of large rainfall events in this region, and SMART’s tendency to be 403 

more effective for the correction of moderate-to-large precipitation events. Note that SMART 404 

rainfall correction cannot be evaluated in terms of overall bias, since – like all SM data 405 

assimilation systems - the SMART algorithm rescales the corrected time series back to the 406 

uncorrected mean prior to its evaluation(2009) and Crow et al. (2011) with r = ~0.5, to TRMM 407 

3B42-RT used in Brocca et al. (2016) with r = ~0.6 – 0.7, to IMERG used in our study with r 408 

over 0.8. Gebregiorgis et al. (2018) also used a direct comparison study to show the improved 409 

accuracy of IMERG relative to TRMM over the Continental U.S. in terms of correlation, RMSE, 410 
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bias and categorical metrics. The marginal value of SMART is known to decrease as a function 411 

of increased baseline rainfall accuracy (Crow et al., 2011). Although SMAP presumably 412 

provides more reliable SM measurements than the older satellite SM products used in previous 413 

SMART applications, its benefit does not appear sufficient to substantially correct the current 414 

generation of satellite-derived rainfall products. The high correlation may also be approaching 415 

that of the NLDAS-2 rainfall benchmark (which itself does not have perfect accuracy), thus 416 

undermining our ability to detect improvements in SMART rainfall estimates. 417 

Finally, theThe probabilistic metric NENSK (Fig. 5 Column 2) is less than one for most 418 

of the domain at a 3-hour timesteptime step, indicating an over-dispersed ensemble on average. 419 

However, when evaluating at 1-day and 3-day accumulation periods, NENSK is closer to one, 420 

indicating a better representation of the uncertainty of the rainfall estimates. As we aggregate 421 

over longer accumulation windows (e.g., 3-day), NENSK becomes slightly greater than 1one 422 

(i.e., under-dispersed ensemble), since the SMART algorithm only assumes only a random 423 

rainfall error but notno systematic bias, and therefore. As a result, it slightly underestimates the 424 

uncertainty range over longer-term periods. Ensemble rainfall tends to be under-dispersed on the 425 

west edge of the domain with low rainfall, indicating that we are underestimating rainfall 426 

uncertainty in this region. 427 

In summary, SMART is able to use thesuccessfully uses SMAP SM retrievals to correct 428 

IMERG rainfall atduring relatively larger events, with slight to moderate deterministic 429 

improvement. However, SMART correction is less successful for small rainfall events and can 430 

even lead to slight degradation. The correction is more effective, and the ensemble representation 431 

is better, when rainfall estimates are temporally aggregated to periods consistent with SMAP 432 

retrieval intervals (i.e., 1-day to 3-day accumulation periods), while the raw 3-hourly correction 433 

is less successful.). 434 

 435 
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  436 

Figure 3. Maps of correlation coefficient improvement after SMART rainfall correction. (i.e., 437 

improvement of correlation with respect to NLDAS-2 benchmark rainfall realized upon 438 

implementation of SMART). The left column shows the SMART EnKS experiments (a, b, c), 439 

and the right column shows the EnKF experiments (d, e, f). Each row shows results based on 440 

different temporal accumulation period:periods (i.e., 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-day aggregation, 441 

respectively.). The number on the lower left corner of each subplot shows the domain-median 442 

correlation improvement. 443 

 444 
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 445 

Figure 4. Change in categorical metrics (FAR, POD and TS) before and after SMART 446 

correction for 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-day accumulation periods. Metrics at different eventrainfall 447 

thresholds are shown on the x axis. (e.g., the 80th percentile means that an event is defined as 448 

exceeding the 80th percentile of non-zero rainfall accumulation over the listed time accumulation 449 

period). The left column (a, b, c) is for SMART with rainfall corrected at all timestepstime steps; 450 

the right column (d, e, f) is for SMART with rainfall corrected only at non-zero timestepstime 451 

steps. Note that the y-axis range is different for the two columns. 452 

 453 
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 454 

Figure 5. Maps of SMART rainfall correction results (with λ = 0.1, EnKS, and rainfall corrected 455 

only atduring time steps with non-zero timestepsrainfall). Each column shows the following 456 

metrics, respectively: percent RMSE reduction (PER) (a, b, c), and ensemble NENSK (d, e, f). 457 

Each row shows results based on different temporal accumulation period: 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-458 

days, respectively. The number onin the lower left corner of each subplot shows the domain-459 

median statistic. 460 

 461 

3.2. Streamflow from the dual correction system 462 

3.2.1. Evaluation of streamflow improvement 463 

The final daily streamflow performance from the dual correction system is listed in Table 464 

32 (the “dual” columns) for each sub-basin. Overall, streamflow estimates are improved but with 465 

large variability across sub-basins. Specifically, PER ranges from approximately 6% to 34% and 466 

KGE improvement ranges from slightly negative to +0.95 across all sub-basins. If using the 467 
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open-loop KGE (listed in Table 3) as a measure of For sub-basins with better baseline 468 

streamflow performance without any correction, we observe that at sub-basins with better open-469 

loop streamflow simulations ((as measured by KGE, i.e., the Ninnescah, Walnut and Chikaskia, 470 

all with positive baseline KGE sub-basins), the relative improvement after the dual correction is 471 

generally smaller. 472 

Table 32 also summarizes the streamflow improvement from each of the correction 473 

schemes alone (i.e., the “state update only” and “rainfall correction only” columns). For sub-474 

basins with relatively better open-loop model performance (the three with positive KGE as well 475 

as the Little Arkansas with slightly negative baseline KGE),, the contribution of state updating in 476 

generalgenerally surpasses that of rainfall correction. Conversely, at sub-basins with relatively 477 

poorer open-loop model performance (i.e., the Bird, Spring, Illinois and Deep sub-basins), 478 

streamflow improvement is primarily attributable to the SMART rainfall correction scheme. 479 

3.2.2. Impact of rainfall forcing error 480 

To further understand the relationship between open-loop simulation performance, 481 

rainfall forcing error and correction performance, we forced the VIC model by the NLDAS-2 482 

benchmark rainfall (without state update). The subsequent streamflow improvement level is 483 

assumed to approximate the maximum improvement achievable byvia rainfall correction alone 484 

(Table 32 “NLDAS2-forced” columns). While almost all sub-basins show an obvious streamflow 485 

improvement simply by switching to the NLDAS-2 rainfall forcing, the improvement is larger 486 

atespecially large for sub-basins with poorer open-loop streamflow. For example, at the four sub- 487 

estimates. In these basins with worse open-loop streamflow, PER is over 65% and the negative 488 

open-loop KGE for the open loop case improves to near zero or positive. values for the NLDAS-489 

forced case. This suggests that the, despite advances in the quality of remotely sensed rainfall 490 

data products, poor open-loop streamflow simulations at these sub-basins are still largely caused 491 

by theattributable to poor-quality IMERG rainfall forcing. While the state update is still 492 

beneficial at these sub- error. In these basins, the SMARTSM-based rainfall correction scheme is 493 

particularly can potentially play an important role in improving VIC streamflow estimates. 494 

Unfortunately, this potential is not always realized. Note how the SMART-based rainfall-495 

correction-only case generally fails to match NLDAS-forced case in the Spring, Illinois and 496 
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Deep sub-basins (Table 2). This is likely because these basins are located in relatively high 497 

biomass areas where SMAP retrievals (and thus SMART corrections) are less accurate. 498 

In contrast, the sub-basins with better open-loop streamflow results (i.e., the Ninnescah, 499 

Walnut and Chikaskia sub-basins) demonstrate a reduced capability ofless streamflow 500 

improvement when switching to the NLDAS-2 rainfall forcing. The sub-basin with best 501 

(IMERGE-forced) open-loop streamflow results, Chikaskia, even experiences smaller 502 

streamflow improvementa small degradation when forced by the NLDAS-2 rainfall than when 503 

forced by SMART-corrected rainfall (Table 3). One possible reason is2). This suggests that the 504 

NLDAS-2 benchmark rainfall at this sub-basin is not obviously superior than the IMERG 505 

baseline. Therefore, switching to the NLDAS-2 rainfall forcing does not benefit streamflow 506 

much, butNevertheless, SMART is still able to extract information from SMAP and slightly 507 

correct IMERG rainfall and subsequent streamflow estimates. 508 

3.2.3. Impact of model parameterization 509 

The dual correction scheme presented in this study is designed to only correct only the 510 

random error existingpresent in thea hydrologic simulation system, but. It does not correct 511 

systematic error or overall bias. Figure 6 shows example time series of the open-loop, USGS-512 

observed and dual-corrected streamflow at three sub-basins (the Chikaskia, Deep and Illinois) 513 

with various levels of open-loop performance. It is readily apparent from the time series that, 514 

althoughAlthough the dual system often nudges the simulated streamflow in the correct direction 515 

(especially during high-flow periods) and results in overall improved evaluation statistics, 516 

obvious systematic error (in the model process representation as well as rainfall forcing) clearly 517 

exists. This systematic error, although difficult to quantify, cannot be corrected by the data 518 

assimilation approach discussed here. The NENSK statistic partly reflects such systematic error. 519 

NENSK is significantly above one at most sub-basins, indicating an under-dispersed ensemble 520 

on average. In other words, at most sub-basins the ensemble spread created by the dual system 521 

only represents the random uncertainty around the open-loop streamflow, but not the and 522 

neglects systematic error whichthat accounts for mucha significant fraction of the total 523 

streamflow error. 524 

The level of systematic error is tied closely to the quality of the hydrologic model 525 

parameters, often estimated through calibration. The VIC parameters used in this study were 526 
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taken from Maurer et al. (2002) and derived based on streamflow at the outlets of large basins. 527 

To further examine the effect of systematic error on data assimilation, we instead calibrated the 528 

model parameters for the 8eight sub-basins separately using streamflow acquired from the USGS 529 

(Table 1). Specifically, VIC parameters that control infiltration, soil conductivity and baseflow 530 

generation as well as the recession rate of the grid-cell-scale unit hydrograph in RVIC were 531 

calibrated using the MOCOM multi-objective autocalibration method (Yapo et al., 1998). Basin-532 

constant parameters were calibrated toward USGS streamflow time series during 2015 to 2017 533 

(forced by the baseline IMERG precipitation) to optimize daily KGE and monthly bias. Only a 534 

subset of the 8eight sub-basins were able to achieveachieved better-than-open-loop streamflow 535 

results via this traditional calibration method, due mainly due to the relatively large IMERG 536 

forcing error atpresent in some sub-basins that makesprevents the calibration scheme incapable 537 

offrom finding an improved parameterization. Figure 7 shows three example sub-basins (i.e., 538 

Chikaskia, Deep and Illinois) with relatively good calibration outcome as 539 

demonstration.outcomes. Comparing Fig. 6 and7 to Fig. 7, all three sub-basins exhibit a similar 540 

or smaller magnitude of 6, we observe that the streamflow correction afterimprovement achieved 541 

by parameter calibration. While a good calibration itself can (i.e., systematic error reduction) 542 

alone is as, or more, important than that achieved by data assimilation (via random error 543 

reduction) in all three sub-basins. In both cases (i.e., the default and calibrated VIC parameters), 544 

NENSK is significantly improve baseline performance, a poor calibration does not degrade (and 545 

sometimes even benefit) the relative added value of the dual correctionabove one, indicating that 546 

we underestimate the streamflow simulation uncertainty when only random errors are 547 

considered. 548 
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Figure 6. Example time series of streamflow results from the dual correction system. In the 551 

lower panel, Bblack line: USGS observed streamflow; magenta line: baseline VIC simulation; 552 

light blue lines: ensemble updated streamflow results; solid blue line: ensemble-mean updated 553 

streamflow. In the upper panel, orange line: uncorrected IMERG rainfall aggregated to the sub-554 

basin-average; light grey lines: ensemble corrected rainfall. Only part of the simulation period is 555 

shown for clear display. Statistics; however, statistics shown on each panel are based on the 556 

entire simulation period (approximately 2.5 years). 557 

 558 
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Figure 7. Time series of simulated open-loop, corrected and observed streamflow at three 561 

example sub-basin outlets withSame as Fig. 6, but calibrated VIC model parameters. All lines 562 

and notations are the same as in Fig. 6. 563 

 564 

4. Discussion 565 

4.1. SMART rainfall correction 566 

Overall, SMART improves the IMERG rainfall product (see Figures 3 to 5); however, the 567 

magnitude of improvement is somewhat smaller than that found in previous studies, especially in 568 

terms of correlation r (domain-median improvement of 0.01 to 0.02). Table 3 summarizes results 569 

from past studies that applied remotely sensed SM to correct rainfall time series. Over the past 570 

decade, the quality of the baseline satellite-derived rainfall product has improved considerably, 571 

from the TRMM 3B40-RT product used by Crow et al. (2009) and Crow et al. (2011) with r = 572 

~0.5, to the TRMM 3B42-RT product used by Brocca et al. (2016) with r = ~0.6 – 0.7, to the 573 

IMERG product used in our study with r over 0.8. This tendency is confirmed by Gebregiorgis et 574 

al. (2018) who demonstrated the improved accuracy of IMERG relative to TRMM over the 575 

Continental U.S. in terms of correlation, RMSE, bias and categorical metrics. This improvement 576 

is relevant here because the marginal value of data assimilation tends to decrease as the skill of 577 

the background land surface model increases (Reichle et al., 2008; Qing et al., 2011; Bolten and 578 

Crow, 2012; Dong et al., 2019). Since SMART is fundamentally a data assimilation approach, 579 

the added value of its SM-based correction tends to decrease as the accuracy of the baseline 580 

product (it is correcting) increases. This tendency, previously noted in Crow and Ryu (2009) and 581 

Crow et al. (2011), is clearly illustrated in Table 3. Therefore, large improvement over time in 582 

the quality of satellite-based rainfall products appears to have partially undercut the value of SM-583 

based rainfall correction. It should be noted that the SM/rainfall correction algorithms applied in 584 

Table 3 differ slightly. However, Brocca et al. (2016) found comparable performance even when 585 

inter-comparing very different rainfall correction approaches, suggesting that the various studies 586 

listed in Table 3 are relatively inter-comparable. 587 

 588 

4.2. Dual correction for streamflow 589 
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Although we applied the dual correction system to the entire Arkansas-Red basin, we 590 

selected 8only eight smaller sub-basins for our streamflow evaluation due to the limited 591 

availability of unregulated streamflow observations at basin outlets. Additional research is 592 

needed to fully investigate the impact of error spatial correlation on downstream streamflow 593 

performance before extending our findings to large-scale river systems. Specifically, while a 1-D 594 

filter with spatially white model representation error may be appropriate for small-basin 595 

correction, ignoring the spatial correlation structure of errors could potentially have a more 596 

profound impact on the correction performance at large river outlets where streamflow originates 597 

from runoff from a large number of grid cells. A number ofWhile studies have investigated the 598 

effects of spatial error patterns in hydrologic data assimilation. For example, Reichle and Koster 599 

(2003) investigated the impact of spatial error correlation in the model SM states on its 600 

assimilation performance; Gruber et al. (2015) examined the impact of a 2-D filter with spatially 601 

auto-correlated error versus a 1-D filter on SM updating quality; Pan et al. (2009) and Pan and 602 

Wood (2009; 2010) evaluated the surface SM assimilation performance with VIC by comparing 603 

a 1-D filter, a 2-D filter and a multiscale autoregressive filtering approach, as well as considering 604 

spatial and temporal structure of precipitation error. However, these studies focused exclusively 605 

on the performance of SM simulations. Direct assessment of the impact of spatial error patterns 606 

on the routed streamflow results is needed, especially from a probabilistic perspective since the 607 

ignorance of spatial error patterns may potentially cause error cancelation at large outlets and 608 

therefore incorrect ensemble representation of uncertainty. 609 

Nevertheless, this study leads to a number of valuable insights. We have shown that the 610 

dual correction approach is able to correctly nudgegenerally improved VIC streamflow 611 

simulationestimates, especially during relatively high flow events in areas with poor IMERG 612 

data. However, the magnitude of this correction is generally small for twowas relatively modest. 613 

Results in Sect. 3 indicated three general reasons for this. First, the latest generation of satellite 614 

rainfall products (e.g., IMERG) has significantly improved precision compared to its 615 

predecessors. The already high-quality rainfall estimates are more difficult for SM retrievals to 616 

contribute substantial rainfall correction skill. (see discussion in Sect. 4.1 above). Second, the 617 

dual correction approach is designed to correct only the zero-mean random error component in 618 

the total streamflow error but not systematic error or bias. However, systematic error sources, 619 

typically associated with inaccurate model structure and/or parameterization and large rainfall 620 
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bias, can account for a significant fraction of overall streamflow error. (Sect. 3.2.3). The 621 

existence of systematic error is particularly problematic from a probabilistic perspective, since 622 

the ensemble streamflow produced by the dual system only represents random error, and 623 

therefore largely underestimates simulation uncertainty. Finally, in certain sub-basins (i.e., the 624 

Bird, Spring, Illinois and Deep sub-basins) where VIC streamflow is substantially degraded by 625 

random error in IMERG data products, SMART-based dual correction often underperformed due 626 

to the reduced accuracy of SMAP-based rainfall correction in eastern areas of the domain with 627 

relatively dense biomass (see Fig. 3). 628 

In addition to these factors, additional research is needed to fully investigate the impact 629 

of several simplifications applied in the dual correction data assimilation system. For example, 630 

the impact of error spatial correlation on downstream streamflow performance should be fully 631 

examined before extending our findings to large-scale river systems. Specifically, while a 1-D 632 

filter with spatially uncorrelated model representation error may be appropriate for small-basin 633 

correction, ignoring the spatial correlation structure of errors could potentially have a more 634 

profound impact on the correction performance at large river outlets where streamflow originates 635 

from runoff from a large number of grid cells. Multiple studies have investigated the effects of 636 

spatial error patterns in hydrologic data assimilation. For example, Reichle and Koster (2003) 637 

investigated the impact of spatial error correlation in the model SM states on its assimilation 638 

performance; Gruber et al. (2015) examined the impact of a 2-D filter with spatially auto-639 

correlated error versus a 1-D filter on SM updating quality; Pan et al. (2009) and Pan and Wood 640 

(2009; 2010) evaluated the surface SM assimilation performance with VIC by comparing a 1-D 641 

filter, a 2-D filter and a multiscale autoregressive filtering approach, as well as considering 642 

spatial and temporal structure of precipitation error.  Given the above considerations, we may be 643 

approaching a point of diminishing returns for applying data assimilation techniques that are 644 

aimed solely at reducing random error sources in streamflow simulations. This insight provides 645 

few recommendations for future research: 646 

1) More sophisticated data assimilation techniques aimed solely at random error sources 647 

are unlikely to substantially reduce streamflow error further, since random errors sometimes 648 

account for only a relatively small portion of the total error; 649 
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2)However, all these studies focused exclusively on the performance of SM simulations. 650 

Direct assessment of the impact of spatial error patterns on the routed streamflow results is 651 

needed, especially from a probabilistic perspective since the ignorance of spatial error patterns 652 

(and therefore their potential to mutually cancel as runoff is routed through a river network) will 653 

lead to an incorrect ensemble representation of streamflow uncertainty. 654 

Another factor that may have limited the dual correction performance, particularly the 655 

state updating scheme, is the rescaling of the SMAP retrievals to the VIC top-layer SM regime. 656 

Matching a satellite-observed SM product with that represented in a land surface model (LSM) is 657 

a necessary pre-processing step in a data assimilation system; however, it has the well-known 658 

limitation of neglecting potential bias-correction information contained in the satellite-observed 659 

product. While this problem is well-discussed in the literature (see, e.g., Yilmaz et al., 2013; 660 

Kumar et al., 2015; Nearing et al., 2018), no robust solutions currently exist. Ideally, the physical 661 

source of remote sensing and modelling biases could be isolated and addressed. However, this is 662 

very difficult to do in practice. For instance, although SMAP is typically described as measuring 663 

the top ~ 5 cm of SM, the actual vertical support depth is unclear and varies nonlinearly as a 664 

function of SM and vegetation water content. In addition, the relationship between the top-layer 665 

depth and its SM dynamics in an LSM is complex and driven by multiple poorly known model 666 

parameters (although, Shellito et al. (2018) found that changing the top-layer depth from 10 cm 667 

to 5 cm in the Noah LSM did not significantly affect surface SM dynamics). Therefore, like 668 

other existing SM data assimilation applications, we are forced to resort to an ad hoc solution 669 

where satellite-based observations are rescaled to match the climatological characteristics of 670 

equivalent model products. 671 

 Instead, approaches that reduce systematic errors in streamflow simulation are needed. 672 

To date this is still a challenging task in large-scale hydrologic modeling, since calibration is 673 

difficult to perform with limited streamflow data and a large number of distributed parameters. 674 

With the availability of the near-global and distributed satellite products such as SMAP and 675 

IMERG, more creative methods need to be developed to extract useful information from the 676 

large volume of remote sensing observations. For example, characteristics of SM dynamics and 677 

its response to rainfall can be directly extracted from the datasets themselves, which can 678 
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potentially inform hydrologic model representation. These areas of research are less studied but 679 

have the potential to improve hydrologic modeling beyond correcting random errors; 680 

3) It is worthwhile to continue to develop future generation of higher-quality, near-real-681 

time rainfall products, since rainfall plays a dominant role in streamflow simulations and its error 682 

is not easily and substantially reduced by the current correction methods that use SM 683 

measurement information. 684 

 685 

5. Conclusion 686 

In this paper, we applied a dual state/rainfall correction data assimilation system in the 687 

Arkansas-Red River basin. Built upon the dual system developed in past studies, we have made 688 

several methodological advances. First, we implemented the dual correction system with a more 689 

complexedcomplex, semi-distributed land surface model, the  (VIC model,) and applied it in a 690 

regional-scale basin. Second, the latest satellite products, the SMAP SM product and the IMERG 691 

rainfall product, were incorporated into the system. Third, the existing dual correction algorithm 692 

was extended to maximize the use of information contained in the more accurate, and temporally 693 

finermore frequent, satellite data products, and also. Fourth, the SMART approach has been 694 

modified to produce an ensemble streamflow product. Fourth to generate probabilistic estimates. 695 

Fifth, we confirmed via a formal synthetic experiment that error cross-correlation that potentially 696 

exists in the dual correction system does not cause noticeable degradation of streamflow 697 

improvement, and the dual correction scheme applied here is optimal. 698 

 Our results show that, overall, the SMART algorithm is able to correct IMERG rainfall 699 

slightly to moderately, and the correction is more effective during larger rainfall events and at 700 

daily to multi-daily time scales. The ensemble produced by the correction scheme represents the 701 

rainfall uncertainty relatively well. However, the rainfall correction we achieved is generally 702 

smaller than found by previous studies, mainly due to improved quality of the baseline satellite 703 

rainfall product over time. In addition, although SMAP arguably also has higher quality than 704 

older remotely-sensed SM products, its quality remains relatively low in dense-biomass regions, 705 

resulting in reduced rainfall correction via SMART. 706 
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Combined with analogous improvement in pre-storm SM states, the relatively small 707 

rainfall correction is propagated into VIC and generally results in improved streamflow 708 

estimates. However, the improvements found are relatively small and vary greatly between sub-709 

basins. Due to its deleterious impact on SMAP retrieval uncertainty, small improvement is found 710 

in sub-basins containing dense biomass. Furthermore, the dual data assimilation system is only 711 

designed to correct zero-mean random errors and not systematic errors or bias. However, 712 

systematic errors can account for a substantial fraction of the total streamflow error. This results 713 

in relatively modest streamflow correction via the Kalman-filter-based correction system and the 714 

significant underestimation of uncertainty in VIC streamflow estimates. 715 

 Given the above findings, we provide the following recommendations for future 716 

research: 717 

1) Higher-quality SM retrievals are necessary to push the current limit of rainfall 718 

correction (and, consequently, streamflow correction) especially in areas of dense vegetation. 719 

2) However, even with better SM data quality, data assimilation techniques aimed solely 720 

at random error sources are unlikely to substantially reduce streamflow errors in many sub-721 

basins, since random errors often account for only a relatively small portion of the total error. 722 

Instead, approaches that reduce systematic errors in streamflow simulation are needed.  Our 723 

results show that, overall, IMERG rainfall and streamflow are improved to some extent but not 724 

substantially via dual correction. For rainfall, the improvement is primarily from the correction 725 

of larger events via SMART, while smaller events are slightly degraded. Rainfall correction is 726 

more effective at daily to multi-daily time scales than at a 3-hourly scale. The ensemble 727 

produced by the correction scheme represents the rainfall uncertainty relatively well at daily to 728 

multi-daily scale. For streamflow, the dual correction reduces the random errors in simulated 729 

streamflow across the 8 test sub-basins, ranging from near zero improvement to moderate error 730 

reduction. Sub-basins with relatively poorer open-loop streamflow simulations, due mainly to 731 

poor IMERG rainfall forcing quality, exhibit relatively larger correction, and the correction is 732 

mainly contributed by the SMART rainfall correction scheme. Sub-basins with relatively better 733 

IMERG and open-loop streamflow show less relative correction, and the correction is 734 

attributable more to state updating. The streamflow ensemble produced by the dual correction 735 

system largely underestimates error uncertainty, because the system accounts only for the 736 
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random error components and not systematic error (resulting, e.g., from incorrect model structure 737 

or parameterization). Finally, we demonstrated that model parameterization errors that 738 

commonly exist in large-scale distributed models in general does not degrade (and sometimes 739 

actually benefits) the relative added value of the dual correction scheme. 740 

These findings suggest that we are approaching a point of diminishing returns for SM 741 

data assimilation techniques aimed solely at the reduction of random errors in simulated 742 

streamflow. More sophisticated SM data assimilation techniques may lead to additional marginal 743 

improvement, but more substantial streamflow reduction likely require future research efforts on 744 

reducing systematic modeling errors via, e.g., innovative ways of achieving better model 745 

representation as well as obtaining higher-quality satellite rainfall products. 746 

To date, this is still a challenging task in large-scale hydrologic modeling, since robust 747 

calibration is difficult to achieve with limited streamflow data and many distributed parameters. 748 

With the availability of the near-global and distributed satellite products such as SMAP and 749 

IMERG, more creative methods are needed to extract useful information from the large volume 750 

of remote sensing observations. For example, the characteristics of SM dynamics and its 751 

response to rainfall can be directly extracted from the datasets themselves, which can potentially 752 

inform hydrologic model representation. These new areas of research have the potential to 753 

improve hydrologic modeling beyond the correction of random errors. 754 
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Table 1. List of USGS streamflow sites used for verification. 978 

Basin number USGS station no. USGS station name Short name 

1 07144200 Little Arkansas River at Valley Center, KS L Arkansas 

2 07144780 Ninnescah River AB Cheney Re, KS Ninnescah 

3 07147800 Walnut River at Winfield, KS Walnut 

4 07152000 Chikaskia River near Blackwell, OK Chikaskia 

5 07177500 Bird Creek Near Sperry, OK Bird 

6 07186000 Spring River near Wace, MO Spring 

7 07196500 Illinois River near Tahlequah, OK Illinois 

8 07243500 Deep Fork near Beggs, OK Deep 

 979 
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Table 2. Review of SMART rainfall correction results in literature along with the results in this 981 

study. 982 

Literature 

 

 

Baseline 

rainfall 

product 

Benchmark 

rainfall 

product 

SM 

product 

Domain Accumulation 

period 

Baseline 

correlation 

r 

r 

improvement 

Baseline 

RMSE 

(mm) 

PER 

Crow et al. 

(2009) 

TRMM 

3B40RT 

CPC rain 

gauge analysis 

AMSR-E Southern 

Great Plain 

3-day ~ 0.5 ~ + 0.2 13.0 ~ 

30% 

    CONUS 3-day ~ 0.55 ~ + 0.05 11.8 ~ 

15% 

Crow et al. 

(2011) 

TRMM 

3B40RT 

CPC rain 

gauge analysis 

AMSR-E CONUS 3-day ~ 0.55 ~ + 0.1 13.1 ~ 

20% 

Chen et al. 

(2012) 

Princeton 

Global 

Forcing 

Dataset 

CPC rain 

gauge analysis 

SMMR, 

SMM/I, 

ERS 

Global 10-day ~ 0.35 ~ + 0.15 - - 

Brocca et al. 

(2016) 

TRMM 

3B42RT 

AWAP rain 

gauge product 

SMOS Australia 1-day 0.62 +0.01 5.6 7% 

     5-day 0.71 +0.05 14.0 14% 

This study IMERG 

Early Run 

NLDAS-2 SMAP L3 

Passive 

Arkansas-

Red 

1-day 0.80 +0.02 6.1 8% 

     3-day 0.82 +0.02 11.0 8% 

 983 

  984 
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Table 3. Daily streamflow results from the dual correction system for the 8eight USGS sub-985 

basins shown in Fig. 1. In addition to the deterministic KGE improvement, PER and probabilistic 986 

NENSK results from the dual system (“dual” columns), the table also lists the open-loop 987 

streamflow KGE (“open-loop KGE” column), KGE improvement and PER as a result of state 988 

update or rainfall correction scheme alone (“state update only” and “rainfall correction only” 989 

columns, respectively), and KGE improvement and PER when forced by the NLDAS-2 990 

benchmark precipitation without state update (“NLDAS-2 forced” column). 991 

 Open-loop 

KGE 

KGE improvement PER NENSK 

  Dual State 

update 

only 

Rainfall 

correction 

only 

NLDAS2-

forced 

Dual State 

update 

only 

Rainfall 

correction 

only 

NLDAS2-

forced 

Dual 

L Arkansas -0.12 +0.17 +0.23 -0.01 +0.57 7.3% 10.8% 1.2% 40.0% 1.98 

Ninnescah 0.25 +0.15 +0.06 +0.16 +0.20 14.0% 5.5% 13.7% 30.4% 0.35 

Walnut 0.54 -0.02 -0.03 +0.03 -0.23 5.8% 5.7% 2.8% 23.3% 2.70 

Chikaskia 0.67 +0.07 +0.05 +0.02 -0.45 15.0% 11.1% 6.6% 2.2% 1.96 

Bird -1.49 +0.95 +0.58 +0.63 +0.95 33.5% 17.0% 25.8% 68.9% 2.01 

Spring -3.64 +0.83 +0.65 +0.33 +3.93 13.2% 8.7% 7.0% 83.4% 13.11 

Illinois -1.91 +0.50 +0.36 +0.26 +2.72 17.6% 7.4% 12.9% 81.8% 13.78 

Deep -0.77 +0.49 +0.39 +0.37 +1.55 20.8% 13.1% 21.2% 68.3% 2.34 

 992 

  993 
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Table 3. Review of SMART rainfall correction results in literature along with the results in this 994 

study. 995 

Literature 

 

 

Baseline 

rainfall 

product 

Benchmark 

rainfall 

product 

SM 

product 

Domain Accumulation 

period 

Baseline 

correlation 

r 

r 

improvement 

Baseline 

RMSE 

(mm) 

PER 

Crow et al. 

(2009) 

TRMM 

3B40RT 

CPC rain 

gauge analysis 

AMSR-E Southern 

Great Plain 

3-day ~ 0.5 ~ + 0.2 13.0 ~ 

30% 

    CONUS 3-day ~ 0.55 ~ + 0.05 11.8 ~ 

15% 

Crow et al. 

(2011) 

TRMM 

3B40RT 

CPC rain 

gauge analysis 

AMSR-E CONUS 3-day ~ 0.55 ~ + 0.1 13.1 ~ 

20% 

Chen et al. 

(2012) 

Princeton 

Global 

Forcing 

Dataset 

CPC rain 

gauge analysis 

SMMR, 

SMM/I, 

ERS 

Global 10-day ~ 0.35 ~ + 0.15 - - 

Brocca et al. 

(2016) 

TRMM 

3B42RT 

AWAP rain 

gauge product 

SMOS Australia 1-day 0.62 +0.01 5.6 7% 

     5-day 0.71 +0.05 14.0 14% 

This study IMERG 

Early Run 

NLDAS-2 SMAP L3 

Passive 

Arkansas-

Red 

1-day 0.80 +0.02 6.1 8% 

     3-day 0.82 +0.02 11.0 8% 

 996 

  997 
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S1. The ensemble Kalman smoother (EnKS) version of the Soil Moisture Analysis Rainfall 

Tool (SMART) 

 The Soil Moisture Analysis Rainfall Tool (SMART) is a rainfall correction scheme 

developed and updated by Crow et al. (2009; 2011) and Chen et al. (2012). It is based on 

sequential assimilation of soil moisture (SM) measurements into a simple Antecedent 

Precipitation Index (API) model to obtain SM increments, and. It then linearly relates these 

increments to rainfall accumulation errors. In the study we extended the ensemble Kalman filter 

(EnKF) version of SMART developed by Crow et al. (2011) to an ensemble Kalman smoother 

(EnKS) version with probabilistic rainfall estimates. 

Following Crow et al. (2009; 2011), the API model is used to capture the response of 

moisture storage (represented by the API state) to rainfall input: 

   
1t t tAPI API P −= +        (S1) 

where t is a timesteptime step index; P is the original uncorrected precipitation observation [mm] 

and γ is a loss coefficient (dimensionless) that accounts for storage loss through evaporation, 

drainage, etc. In the ensemble version of SMART (Crow et al., 2011), Eq. (S1) is converted to:   

   
1

(j) (j) (j) (j)

t t t t tAPI API P  −= + +       (S2) 
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where the superscript (j) denotes the jth ensemble member; η is multiplicative noise with mean 1 

added to the observed precipitation to represent random precipitation forcing error; and ω is 

zero-mean Gaussian noise to represent random API model structure and parameterization error. 

The API state can be related directly to SM content via rescaling (Crow et al., 2009). The 

rescaled SM measurement, θ, can therefore be assimilated to update the API states via the 

standard EnKS technique both at the measurement timesteptime step and during the data gap 

before the measurement timesteptime step. Mathematically, if two adjacent measurements come 

in at time k and time m with m – k ≥ 1, then the measurement at time m is used to calculate the 

gain K and API increment δ for each timesteptime step i at timesteptime step m as well as during 

the gap (i.e., k < i ≤ m): 

   im
i

m m

T
K

T R
=

+
        (S3) 

and 

   ( )(j) (j) (j) (j) (j)

i i i i m m mAPI API K API  + − −= − =  + −    (S4) 

where K is the Kalman gain; Tim is the covariance matrix between API states at time i and m; R is 

the measurement error variance for the rescaled SM measurements; the superscript (j) denotes 

the jth ensemble member; the superscripts “-” and “+” denote API states before and after an 

update, respectively; and к is zero-mean Gaussian noise added to represent the random SM 

measurement error. Tim is calculated as: 

   
1

1
( ) ( )

1

M
(j) (j)

im i i m m

j

T API API API API
M

− − − −

=

= −  −
−
    (S5) 

where M is the ensemble size; tAPI −
 is the ensemble-mean API states before update. 

The SMART algorithm then uses ensemble-mean API increment δ to estimate the rainfall 

correction amount via a simple linear relation. We extended this relation to produce an ensemble 

of corrected rainfall time series (instead of the single rainfall estimates in past studies) where 

each ensemble member of the perturbed rainfall time series is corrected by the corresponding 

member of δ.: 
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   [ ] [ ] [ ](j) (j) (j) (j)

corr l l lP P  = +       (S6) 

where “[ ]” denotes temporally aggregated P or δ (in the SMART study in this paper, this 

window was set to the 3-hour native SMART timesteptime step without aggregation); l is the 

new time index for the aggregated windows; and 𝜆 is a scaling factor that can either be calibrated 

or set to a prescribed constant. Finally, negative Pcorr resulted from Eq. (S6) are reset to zero, and 

the final corrected precipitation time series is (multiplicatively) rescaled to be unbiased over the 

entire simulation period toward the original precipitation observation time series. 

 

S2. Mathematical details of ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) in the state update scheme 

The ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) method is a commonly used data assimilation (DA) 

techniques in hydrology. The EnKF technique applied in this study directly follows Mao et al. 

(2019). Below will briefly review its mathematical details. 

The EnKF algorithm was applied to each SMAP pixel individually. The EnKF method is 

based on a propagation model and a measurement model: 

 1 ( , )k k k kx f x u + = +        (S7) 

 k ky Hx v= +         (S8) 

where subscript k is a discrete time index; x is a column vector of model states to update (the 

column vector length is the total number of state variables to update), which, in our application, 

is top-layer VIC-simulated SM estimates in every finer-resolution VIC grid cell that is associated 

with a SMAP pixel; u is model meteorological forcing, in our context rainfall; f() is a land 

surface model that propagates states to the next time step, in our context the VIC model; ω lumps 

together modeling errors during propagation from various sources including forcing data error, 

model structure error and parameterization error; y  is measurement data, in our context surface 

SM measurements, i.e., 1

obsy SM=  where SM1
obs is the SMAP observation at its native coarser 

resolution; H is an observation operator that relates model states x to measurements y , in our 

Field Code Changed
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Field Code Changed
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contex the areal-averaged first-layer SM state from the multiple VIC grid cells; and ν is random 

measurement error. 

In a standard EnKF, an ensemble size of N model replicates is propagated and updated 

sequentially over time in the following way: 

    1) An ensemble of initial model states is first generated by perturbing the initial deterministic 

model states (all three VIC SM layers in our context) to represent initial state error; 

    2) For each ensemble member, the land surface model is run until the next measurement time 

with perturbed meteorological forcing to represent forcing error. Model states are directly 

perturbed as well (again, all three VIC SM layers) to represent random errors from model 

structure and parameterization; 

    3) Once an observation time is reached, the Kalman gain K is calculated as: 

  1( )T T

k k kK P H HP H R −=  +       (S9) 

where R is the measurement error variance, and the forecast state error covariance matrix Pk is 

estimated by sampling across the propagated ensemble states: 

 ( ) ( )

1

1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( )( )

1

N
j j T

k k k k k

j

P x x x x
N

− − − −

=

= − −
−
      (S10) 

where ( )ˆ j

kx−  is the propagated state vector at time k for the jth ensemble member, and ˆ
kx −  is the 

mean of ( )ˆ j

kx−  across all ensemble members; 

    4) Following the calculation of K, each ensemble member of states (only the first and second 

VIC SM layers from the top) is individually updated as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ( )j j j j

k k k k k kx x K y v y+ − −= +  + −      (S11) 

where ( )ˆ j

ky−  is the simulated measurement at time k for the jth ensemble member, i.e., 

( ) ( )ˆ x̂j j

k ky H− −= ; ( )j

kv  is random noise added to represent measurement error whose error statistic 

is consistent with R in Eq. (S9). 
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S3. The sensitivity of the SMART rainfall correction performance to the γ parameter 

 The unit-less γ parameter in Eq. (1) in the main manuscript was tuned such that the API 

model (approximately) optimally captured the SM dynamic observed by SMAP. We further 

carried out a sensitivity analysis of the rainfall correction performance to γ. Specifically, we 

varied γ to see its impact on the correlation coefficient improvement and percent RMSE 

reduction (PER). Figures S1 and S2 show the domain-median of both evaluation metrics, 

respectively, after correction at different γ values (in the manuscript, γ = 0.98 was used). We see 

that around our chosen value γ = 0.98, the sensitivity of rainfall correction performance to γ is 

relatively small, and γ = 0.98 results in optimal PER when evaluating SMART results at 1-day 

and 3-day accumulation periods (although performance is even slightly better at γ = 0.99 for the 

other measures shown). However, we also see that the correction performance is significantly 

degraded if γ is far from our chosen value (i.e., if γ < 0.95). These results should generally 

confirm that our selected γ value in the manuscript is reasonable and roughly optimal. 

 

 

Figure S1. Domain-median correlation coefficient improvement of IMERG rainfall after 

SMART correction (with respect to the NLDAS-2 reference) using different γ values. 

Improvement is evaluated for 3-hour (3H), 1-day (1D) and 3-day (3D) accumulation intervals. 
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Figure S2. Same as Fig. 1, but for RMSE reduction (PER) evaluations. 

 

S4. The impact of the λ parameter in the SMART rainfall correction scheme 

 In the SMART rainfall correction scheme, λ is a unit-less scaling factor that linearly 

relates the API state increment to rainfall correction amount. It can either be calibrated or set to a 

prescribed constant. We experimented with two strategies of determining λ in this study: 1) 

calibrating a temporally constant λ at each SMAP pixel separately to optimize the rainfall 

correlation with respect to the NLDAS-2 benchmark rainfall, and 2) setting λ to a spatial constant 

of 0.1, which is applicable for any region that may not have a good rain gauge coverage. 

 The rainfall correction results from the two strategies are shown in Fig. S1S3, in which 

Columncolumn 1 shows the improvement of correlation coefficient r after SMART correction 

with λ tuned at each pixel to maximize r (with respect to the NLDAS-2 benchmark), and 

Columncolumn 2 shows results obtained using a domain-constant value of λ = 0.1. Simply 

setting λ = 0.1 results in slightly smaller correlation improvement compared to the optimal λ case 

for all examined temporal accumulation periods (3-hour, 1-day and 3-day), especially for 

locations in the eastern and western ends of the domain. In general, these reductions are small, 

and since constant-λ is a more generally applicable case, we decided to useselected the λ = 0.1 

strategiesstrategy for all the SMART results presented in the main manuscript. 
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Figure S1S3. Maps of correlation coefficient improvement after SMART EnKS rainfall 

correction. The left column shows the results with λ tuned at each pixel to optimize the 

correlation coefficient of corrected rainfall relative to the NLDAS-2 benchmark, and the right 

column shows the results with domain-constant λ = 0.1 [-] (this column is identical to the left 

column in Fig. 3 in the main manuscript). Each row shows results based on different temporal 

accumulation periodperiods: 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-day aggregation, respectively. The number 

on the lower left corner of each subplot shows the domain-median correlation improvement. 

 

S3S5. Investigation of cross-correlation of errors in the dual system 

S3S5.1. Background and methods 

It is well known that correlated errors in different parts of a Kalman filter result in sub-

optimal filter outputs. Therefore, in the original paper detailing the dual state/rainfall correction 

system, Crow and Ryu (2009) advised that the corrected rainfall (informed by the SM 

measurements) should not be fed back into the state EnKF correction scheme into which the 
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same SM measurements are assimilated. Instead, corrected rainfall and states should be 

combined via an offline model simulation (see Fig. 1 and Sect. 2.4.3 in the main manuscript). 

Later studies that applied the dual correction system all followed this general guideline (e.g., 

Chen et al., 2014; Alvarez-Garreton et al., 2016). However, although this guideline helps 

avoidavoids first-order error correlation in the system, it does not completely eliminate the 

possibility of error cross-correlation. Specifically, the corrected rainfall and the updated states 

are informed by the same SM measurement, thus they potentially inherit the same error from the 

SM measurement. When fusing the two schemes together, such inherited error could potentially 

be amplified, degrading streamflow performance or cause a probabilistic estimate (based on an 

implicit assumption of independent errors) to be biased or have inaccurate uncertainty spread. In 

other words, it is possible that the current system still suffers from some second-order issue of 

overusing the information of SM measurements. Massari et al. (2018) intentionally avoided 

combining the state update scheme and the rainfall correction scheme in their study due to this 

legitimate concern.measurements. See Sect. 2.4.3 in the main manuscript for more details.  

To further investigate this issue, we designed a set of synthetic experiments and applied 

in an arbitrary small domain within the Arkansas-Red (a box around the Little Arkansas 

subbasin, see Table 1 and Fig. 2 in the main manuscript for its location). Synthetic 

measurements, instead of the real SMAP measurements, were generated and assimilated into the 

dual correction system so that we have complete control over all the error statistics and 

correlation, which is impossible in a real-data case. Specifically, a single perturbed VIC 

realization (with perturbed forcing and states) was treated as the synthetic “truth”. Synthetic 

measurement can then be generated at daily interval by degrading the true surface-layer SM by 

adding random measurement errors. Precipitation perturbation was assumed to be temporally 

auto-correlated (first-order autoregressive noise with parameter ϕ = 0.9), and all the other error 

assumptions and dual correction setup were consistent with those described in Sect. 2.4 in the 

main manuscript. 

We generated two sets of synthetic measurements based on the same truth with the same 

measurement error statistics but mutually independent realizations of errors. Then, two scenarios 

of dual correction were designed and carried out (see Fig. S2S4 for illustration): 
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Scenario 1: the same seta single time series of synthetic SM measurementmeasurements were 

assimilated into both the state update and the rainfall correction schemes. This scenario mimics 

the issue in the real-data dual system with error cross-correlation in the two schemes and 

potentially degraded streamflow; 

Scenario 2: two setsdifferent time series of synthetic SM measurements (with mutually 

independent errors) were assimilated into the two schemes separately. This scenario completely 

avoids the issue of error cross-correlation. 

The final runoff performance from the dual correction system were evaluated toward the 

truth, and the runoff performance from the two scenarios was compared. Differences in the 

performance of the two scenarios would indicate degradation caused by error cross-correlation. 

present in Scenario 1. For these synthetic experiments, runoff was evaluated locally at each grid 

cell without routing, since we know the true condition locally. 

S3S5.2. Results 

Deterministic and probabilistic results from the two scenarios were compared in Fig. 

S3S5 and Fig. S4S6. Clearly, runoff results show only very little difference between the two 

scenarios in terms of both PER and NENSK (see Sect. 2.5 in the main manuscript for details of 

the two metrics). This is true for both the total runoff and the fast- and slow-response runoff 

components separately. This suggests that the streamflow performance is not noticeably 

degraded by assimilating the same SM retrievals to both the state update and rainfall correction 

schemes. Although the cross-correlated error theoretically exists in the system, they areit is not 

bigpersistent enough to cause problematic streamflow results. In other words, we are not 

significantly over-using the information contained in SM retrievals in the system. This is true 

both from a deterministic sense and in terms of probabilistic representation. We also 

experimented the case where the synthetic measurements were assumed to have temporally auto-

correlated errors instead of white errors, which in theory creates biggeran enhanced risk of 

degradation in the subsequent streamflow, but drew similar conclusions as above (results not 

shown). 
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The synthetic results in this section validatesverifies that we can safely assimilate the a 

single time series of SMAP retrievals into both schemesparts of the dual correction system 

without significantly degrading the final streamflow performanceestimates. 

 

Figure S2S4. Illustration of the synthetic experiments for investigating error cross-correlation. 
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Figure S3S5. Percent RMSE reduction (PER) of synthetic daily runoff results from the error 

cross-correlation experiment. Blue color indicates runoff improvement after dual correction 

while red color indicates degraded runoff. The two columns show the results from the two 

assimilation scenarios described in Sect. S3S5. The three rows show results of total runoff, fast-

response runoff and slow-response runoff, respectively. The number on top of each subplot 

indicates the domain-median PER. 

 

 

Figure S4S6. Same as Fig. S3S5 but for NENSK. Lighter color (either green or purple) indicates 

closer-to-one (thus better) NENSK. 

 

S6. Sensitivity analysis of SMART rainfall correction performance to rain/no rain 

threshold 
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We have added a sensitivity analysis of SMART rainfall correction performance to 

rain/no rain threshold. Specifically, we altered the threshold of classifying IMERGE rain/no rain 

(this threshold was essentially set to zero in the manuscript and SMART only corrected time 

steps during which non-zero rainfall occurs), and observed its impact on the rainfall correction 

results (i.e., categorical metrics at different rainfall scales as well as correlation improvement and 

PER). 

 Figures S7 to S9 show the SMART correction results with different rain/no rain 

thresholds. For categorical metrics (Fig. S7), having a rain/no rain accumulation threshold of 1 

mm/3 hours or 2 mm/3 hours mitigates the issue of worsened POD at small rainfall events 

comparing to zero threshold, but also removes the (although small) FAR improvement. For mid-

ranged rainfall events, a positive threshold mitigates the issue of worsened FAR as in the zero-

threshold case, but POD improvement becomes smaller. For larger rainfall events, POD 

improvement and TS improvement become slightly smaller (i.e., closer to zero) when using a 

positive rain/no rain threshold (note that the small positive rain/no rain threshold value can be 

considered as a “larger” rainfall event percentile wise at some pixels with overall low 

precipitation, therefore affecting the categorical metrics toward the right side on the categorical 

metrics plots). 

 In addition to the categorical metrics, setting the rain/no rain threshold to either 1 mm/3 

hours or 2 mm/3 hours slightly lowers values of correlation coefficient improvement and PER 

versus the baseline case of applying a rain/no rain threshold of zero accumulation (Figures S8 

and S9). 

In summary, there is no obvious optimized (non-zero) value for the rain/no rain threshold 

since there is a trade-off between POD and FAR performance. Although the overall TS at 

smaller rainfall events improves with a non-zero threshold, the correction for larger events, 

which SMART is most suitable for, slightly worsens. Therefore, a positive rain/no rain threshold 

does not benefit correlation coefficient and PER (which are sensitive to both POD and FAR 

performance). Based on this analysis, we selected a zero rain/no rain threshold for all SMART 

correction results presented in the main manuscript. 
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Figure S7: Change in categorical metrics (FAR, POD and TS) before and after SMART 

correction for 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-day accumulation periods. The left column (panels a, b and 

c) is the same as in Fig. 4 (right column) in the main text with SMART only correcting IMERG 

rainfall events with non-zero accumulation. The middle and right columns show the same 

metrics with SMART only correcting IMERG rainfall for events where accumulation rates 

exceed thresholds of 1 mm/3 hours and 2 mm/3 hours, respectively. 
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Figure S8: Correlation coefficient (with respect to the NLDAS-2 reference precipitation) 

improvement before and after SMART correlation for 3-hourly, 1-day and 3-day accumulation 

periods. As in Fig. 7, the left column (panels a, b and c) is the same as in Fig. 4 (right column) in 

the main text with SMART only correcting IMERG rainfall events with non-zero accumulation. 

The middle and right columns show the same metrics with SMART only correcting IMERG 

rainfall for events where accumulation rates exceed thresholds of 1 mm/3 hours and 2 mm/3 

hours, respectively. 
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Figure S9: Same as Fig 8, but for percent RMSE reduction (PER; with respect to the NLDAS-2 

reference precipitation). The left column (panels a, b and c) is the same as in Fig. 5 (left column) 

in the main text. 
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